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ABSTRACT

Systems and methods for monitoring physiological signals
from a subject to determine the subject's susceptibility for
having a seizure. Also includes are systems and methods for
activating an alert when there is a communication error
between an implanted device and the external assembly.
Additionally included are systems and method for long-term
Substantially continuous physiological signal data collection.
At least a portion of the systems of the present invention may
be implanted within the subject. In some embodiments, brain
activity signals are sampled from the Subject with implanted
electrodes and are communicated to an external assembly
where the brain activity signals are analyzed to determine the
Subject's Susceptibility for having a seizure.
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START

Sample one or more EEG signals from the patient 80

Process the one or more EEG signals in an implanted
assembly 82

Wirelessly transmit a signal encoded with EEG data from the
implanted assembly to an external assembly 84

Receive the signal with the EEG data in the external
assembly 86

Store the EEG data in a memory of the external assembly
88
END
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Implant an electrode array, leads, and implanted
assembly in a patient 92

Sample EEG signals from the patient's brain with the
implanted assembly 94

Wirelessly transmit the sampled EEG signals from the
implanted assembly to an external assembly 96

Store the sampled EEG signals in a memory 98

—
Analyze the EEG signals to derive statistics for the
clinical and/or sub-clinical seizures for the patient 100

F
Generate a report regarding the statistics 102

END
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START

Use the implanted assembly to monitor the patient's EEG
to obtain a baseline seizure activity data for the patient
114

Commence therapy 116

Use the implanted assembly and external assembly to
monitor the patient's EEG to obtain follow up seizure
activity data for the patient 118
Compare the baseline data and the follow up data to
evaluate the efficacy of the therapy 120

Change at least one parameter of the therapy 122
(Optional)
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START

Commence first efficacious therapy with first parameters
134

Monitor and process the patient's EEG to obtain a first
patient data for the patient 136

Stop first efficacious therapy and commence therapy with
second parameters 138
Monitor and process the patient's EEG to obtain second
patient data for the patient 140

Stop therapy with second parameters 152

Commence therapy with nth parameters 154

Monitor and process the patient's EEG to obtain nth
patient data for the patient 156
Analyze first patient data, Second patient data, .... nth
patent data to determine optimal parameters for therapy
158

END
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START

Implant the patient with the data collection system 200

Collect EEG data from the patient with the data collection
system 202

Upload the collected EEG data to a remote server or the
physician's computer workstation 204
-

Train/tune the prediction algorithm and/or detection
algorithms on the collected EEG data 206

Upload the tuned algorithm(s) to the data collection system
or adjust parameters of the algorithm(s) in the data collection
system 208
Activate the tuned algorithms and other prediction/detection
features of the user interface 210

END
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METHODS AND SYSTEMIS FOR MEASURING
A SUBJECTS SUSCEPTIBILITY TO A
SEZURE
CROSS-REFERENCE TO RELATED
APPLICATIONS

0001. The present application claims benefit of U.S. Pro
visional Patent Application No. 60/897.551, filed Jan. 25,
2007, to Leyde et al., entitled “Methods and Systems for
Measuring a Patient's Susceptibility to a Seizure, the disclo
sure of which is incorporated by reference herein in its
entirety.
BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION

0002 The present invention relates generally to systems
and methods for sampling and processing one or more physi
ological signals from a subject. More specifically, the present
invention relates to monitoring of one or more neurological
signals from a Subject to determine a Subject's Susceptibility
to a neurological event, communicating the Subject's Suscep
tibility to the subject, reducing a severity of seizures and/or
preventing seizures. The invention also relates to continu
ously storing neurological signals from a subject to train
algorithms to determine a subject's Susceptibility for having a
seizure.

0003 Epilepsy is a neurological disorder of the brain char
acterized by chronic, recurring seizures. Seizures are a result
of uncontrolled discharges of electrical activity in the brain. A
seizure typically manifests itself as Sudden, involuntary, dis
ruptive, and often destructive sensory, motor, and cognitive
phenomena. Seizures are frequently associated with physical
harm to the body (e.g., tongue biting, limb breakage, and
burns), a complete loss of consciousness, and incontinence. A
typical seizure, for example, might begin as spontaneous
shaking of an arm or leg and progress over seconds or minutes
to rhythmic movement of the entire body, loss of attention,
loss of consciousness, and Voiding of urine or stool.
0004. A single seizure most often does not cause signifi
cant morbidity or mortality, but severe or recurring seizures
(epilepsy) results in major medical, Social, and economic
consequences. Epilepsy is most often diagnosed in children
and young adults, making the long-term medical and Societal
burden severe for this population of subjects. People with
uncontrolled epilepsy are often significantly limited in their
ability to work in many industries and usually cannot legally
drive an automobile. An uncommon, but potentially lethal
form of seizure is called status epilepticus, in which a seizure
continues for more than 30 minutes. This continuous seizure

activity may lead to permanent brain damage, and can be
lethal ifuntreated.

0005 While the exact cause of epilepsy is often uncertain,
epilepsy can result from head trauma (such as from a car
accident or a fall), infection (such as meningitis), stroke, or
from neoplastic, vascular or developmental abnormalities of
the brain. Approximately 70% of epileptic subjects, espe
cially most forms that are resistant to treatment (i.e., refrac
tory), are idiopathic or of unknown causes, and is generally
presumed to be an inherited genetic disorder.
0006 Demographic studies have estimated the prevalence
of epilepsy at approximately 1% of the population, or
approximately 2.5 million individuals in the United States
alone. In order to assess possible causes and to guide treat
ment, epileptologists (both neurologists and neuroSurgeons)
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typically evaluate subjects with seizures with brain wave
electrical analysis and imaging studies, such as magnetic
resonance imaging (MRI).
0007 While there is no known cure for epilepsy, chronic
usage of anticonvulsant and antiepileptic medications can
control seizures in most people. For most cases of epilepsy,
the disease is chronic and requires chronic medications for
treatment. The anticonvulsant and antiepileptic medications
do not actually correct the underlying conditions that cause
seizures. Instead, the anticonvulsant and antiepileptic medi
cations manage the Subject's epilepsy by reducing the fre
quency of seizures. There are a variety of classes of antiepi
leptic drugs (AEDs), each acting by a distinct mechanism or
set of mechanisms.

0008 AEDs generally suppress neural activity by a variety
of mechanisms, including altering the activity of cell mem
brane ion channels and the Susceptibility of action potentials
or bursts of action potentials to be generated. These desired
therapeutic effects are often accompanied by the undesired
side effect of sedation, nausea, dizziness, etc. Some of the fast

acting AEDs, such as benzodiazepine, are also primarily used
as sedatives. Other medications have significant non-neuro
logical side effects, such as gingival hyperplasia, a cosmeti
cally undesirable overgrowth of the gums, and/or a thickening
of the skull, as occurs with phenytoin. Furthermore, some
AED are inappropriate for women of child bearing age due to
the potential for causing severe birth defects.
0009. An estimated 70% of subjects will respond favor
ably to their first AED monotherapy and no further medica
tions will be required. However, for the remaining 30% of the
subjects, their first AED will fail to fully control their seizures
and they will be prescribed a second AED often in addition
to the first—even if the first AED does not stop or change a
pattern or frequency of the subject's seizures. For those that
fail the second AED, a third AED will be tried, and so on.

Subjects who fail to gain control of their seizures through the
use of AEDs are commonly referred to as “medically refrac
tory.” This creates a scenario in which 750,000 subjects or
more in the United States have uncontrolled epilepsy. These
medically refractory subjects account for 80% of the S12.5
billion in indirect and direct costs that are attributable to

epilepsy in the United States.
0010. A major challenge for physicians treating epileptic
Subjects is gaining a clear view of the effect of a medication or
incremental medications. Presently, the standard metric for
determining efficacy of the medication is for the subjector for
the Subject's caregiver to keep a diary of seizure activity.
However, it is well recognized that such self-reporting is often
of poor quality because Subjects often do not realize when
they have had a seizure, or fail to accurately record seizures.
0011. If a subject is refractory to treatment with chronic
usage of medications, Surgical treatment options may be con
sidered. If an identifiable seizure focus is found in an acces

sible region of the brain, which does not involve "eloquent
cortex' or other critical regions of the brain, then resection is
considered. If no focus is identifiable, or there are multiple
foci, or the foci are in Surgically inaccessible regions or
involve eloquent cortex, then Surgery is less likely to be
Successful or may not be indicated. Surgery is effective in
more than half of the cases, in which it is indicated, but it is not
without risk, and it is irreversible. Because of the inherent

Surgical risks and the potentially significant neurological
sequelae from resective procedures, many Subjects or their
parents decline this therapeutic modality.
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0012 Some non-resective functional procedures, such as
corpus calloSotomy and Subpial transection, sever white mat
ter pathways without removing tissue. The objective of these
Surgical procedures is to interrupt pathways that mediate
spread of seizure activity. These functional disconnection
procedures can also be quite invasive and may be less effec
tive than resection.

0013 An alternative treatment for epilepsy that has dem
onstrated some utility is open loop Vagus Nerve Stimulation
(VNS). This is a reversible procedure which introduces an
electronic device which employs a pulse generator and an
electrode to alter neural activity. The vagus nerve is a major
nerve pathway that emanates from the brainstem and passes
through the neck to control visceral function in the thorax and
abdomen. VNS uses open looped, intermittent stimulation of
the left vagus nerve in the neck in an attempt to reduce the
frequency and intensity of seizures. See Fisher et al., “Reas
sessment: Vagus nerve stimulation for epilepsy. A report of
the Therapeutics and Technology Assessment Subcommittee
of the American Academy of Neurology. Neurology 1999;
53:666-669. While not highly effective, it has been estimated
that VNS reduces seizures by an average of approximately
30-50% in about 30-50% of subjects who are implanted with
the device. Unfortunately, a vast majority of the subjects who
are outfitted with the Cyberonics(R VNS device still suffer
from un-forewarned seizures and many Subjects obtain no
benefit whatsoever.

0014. Another recent alternative electrical stimulation
therapy for the treatment of epilepsy is deep brain stimulation
(DBS). Open-loop deep brain stimulation has been attempted
at several anatomical target sites, including the anterior
nucleus of the thalamus, the centromedian nucleus of the

thalamus, and the hippocampus. The results have shown
Some potential to reduce seizure frequency, but the efficacy
leaves much room for improvement.
0015. Another type of electrical stimulation therapy for
the treatment epilepsy has been proposed by NeuroPace, Inc.,
in which an implanted device is designed to detect abnormal
electrical activity in the brain and respond by delivering elec
trical stimulation to the brain.

0016. There have also been a number of proposals
described in the patent literature regarding the use of predic
tive algorithms that purportedly can predict the onset of a
seizure. When the predictive algorithm predicts the onset of a
seizure, Some type of warning is provided to the Subject
regarding the oncoming seizure or some sort of therapy is
initiated. For example, see U.S. Pat. No. 3,863,625 to Vigli
one, U.S. Pat. No. 5,995,868 to Dorfmeister/Osorio, and U.S.

Pat. No. 6.658,287 to Litt et al., the complete disclosures of
which are incorporated herein by reference, describe a variety
of proposed seizure prediction systems. However, to date,
none of the proposed seizure prediction systems have shown
statistically significant results. While most seizures are short
lasting events that last only a few minutes, the seemingly
random nature of the occurrence of seizures is what overshad

ows and destroys a Subject's quality of life.
SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION

0017. The present invention provides methods and sys
tems for Sampling one or more physiological signals from the
Subject and processing Such physiological signal(s) to moni
tor a subject's susceptibility or for a future neurological event.
Such systems may also be adapted to provide an indication to
the subject of their susceptibility for the neurological event,
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Such as a warning or instruction, automatically initiate deliv
ery of therapy to the subject, or allow or instruct the subject or
a caregiver to administer a therapy prior to the onset of the
seizure.

0018. In preferred embodiments, the present invention is
for managing epilepsy. Managing epilepsy includes the pre
vention or reduction of the occurrence of epileptic seizures
and/or mitigating their effects, as well as alerting a subject
when their susceptibility for having a seizure has been deter
mined to be low. The method of preventing an epileptic sei
Zure comprises characterizing a Subject's Susceptibility or
Susceptibility for a future seizure, and upon the determination
that the subject has an elevated susceptibility for the seizure,
communicating to the Subject and/or a health care provider a
warning or a therapy recommendation and/or initiating a
therapy.
0019. In one embodiment, the present invention provides
ambulatory data collection systems and methods. The data
collection systems of the present invention typically include
one or more electrodes for sampling one or more physiologi
cal signals from the Subject. In some embodiments, it may be
desirable to include microelectrodes. In preferred embodi
ment, the physiological signals include signals that are
indicative of neural activity in at least one portion of the brain,
such as intracranial EEG (“EEG” or “ECOG”), EEG, or a
combination thereof. The electrodes may be intracranial elec
trodes (e.g., epidural, Subdural, depth electrodes), extracra
nial electrodes (e.g., spike or bone screw electrodes, Subcu
taneous electrodes, scalp electrodes, dense array (256
channels) electrodes, etc.), or a combination thereof. While it
is preferred to monitor signals directly from the brain, it may
also be desirable to monitor brain activity using sphlenoidal
electrodes, foramen ovale electrodes, intravascular elec

trodes, peripheral nerve electrodes, cranial nerve electrodes,
or the like. While the remaining disclosure focuses on intrac
ranial electrodes, it should be appreciated that any type of
electrodes may be used to sample signals from the Subject.
0020. The one or more electrodes are typically in commu
nication with an implanted assembly. The one or more elec
trodes may communicate with the implanted assembly (or
directly with the external assembly as described below) with
a wireless link, a wired link, or both. The implanted assembly
is typically configured to facilitate transmission of a data
signal that is representative of the one or more sampled physi
ological signals. The implanted assembly may be in wireless
communication with an external assembly using any type of
known uni-directional or bi-directional wireless link. Trans

mission of data and/or control signals between implantable
assembly and the external assembly is typically carried out
through a radiofrequency link, but may also be carried out
through telemetry, magnetic induction, electromagnetic link,
BluetoothR) link, Zigbee link, sonic link, optical link, other
types of conventional wireless links, or combinations thereof.
0021. In one embodiment, the external assembly will typi
cally be configured to establish a one-way or two-way com
munication link with the implanted assembly using conven
tional telemetry handshaking protocols. The external
assembly may allow the Subject (or the Subject's physician) to
adjust parameters of the sampling of the physiological sig
nal—such as adjusting the sampling rate, the data transmis
sion rate, error correction, sampled channels, signal condi
tioning parameters (gain, filtering bandwidth, etc.), the type
of data that is stored, or the like. In some embodiments, the

implanted assembly will transmit a data signal that includes
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raw or processed physiological signal (e.g., intracranial EEG,
EEG, etc.), one or more features that are extracted from the
one or more signals, a signal that is indicative of a commu
nication that is provided to the Subject (e.g., warning, therapy
recommendation, etc.) or a combination thereof.
0022. At least one of the implanted assembly and external
assembly may have a memory Sub-system for storing data
that is representative of the one or more physiological signals
that are sampled with the one or more electrodes. In preferred
embodiments, the data is stored in the memory Sub-system of
the external assembly. The data stored in the memory sub
system of the external assembly may thereafter be transferred
to a FLASH drive, hard drive, a local computer, or to a remote
server or computer system through a network connection
(e.g., local area network (LAN), wide area network (WAN).
the Internet, or the like). Preferably, the data will be transmit
ted to the Subject's physician or computer station that is
running software that can analyze the Subject's physiological
signals.
0023. In some embodiments, at least one of the implanted
assembly and external assembly will include one or more
algorithms for analyzing the sampled physiological signal in
real time. Such algorithms may be used as a seizure advisory
system that is configured to measure the Subject's Suscepti
bility for having a neurological symptom. The systems of the
present invention will comprise similar elements as the data
collection system described above to facilitate sampling of
EEG signals (and/or other physiological signals) from the
subject that are indicative of the subject's susceptibility to
seizure. The EEG signals may be analyzed by one or more
analysis algorithms to determine when a subject is in an ictal
state, a pro-ictal state or a contra-ictal state. An "ictal state' is
used herein to refer to a seizure. The term “pro-ictal is used
herein to refer to a neurological state or condition character
ized by an increased likelihood or higher susceptibility of
transitioning to an ictal state. The term "contra-ictal is used
herein to refer to a neurological state or condition character
ized by a low likelihood or susceptibility of transitioning to an
ictal state and/or a pro-ictal state within a predetermined
period of time. A more complete description of pro-ictal,
contra-ictal and ictal states are described in co-pending and
commonly owned patent application Ser. No. 12/020,450,
filed Jan. 25, 2008, to Snyder et al., entitled “Systems and
Methods for Identifying a Contra-ictal Condition in a Sub
ject, the complete disclosure of which is incorporated herein
by reference.
0024. In one embodiment, a subject's susceptibility for a
seizure can be estimated or derived from a neural condition

which can be characterized as a point along a single or multi
variable state space continuum. The term “neural state' is
used herein to generally refer to calculation results or indices
that are reflective of the state of the subject's neural system,
but does not necessarily constitute a complete or comprehen
sive accounting of the Subject's total neurological condition.
The estimation and characterization of “neural state' may be
based on one or more subject dependent parameters from the
brain, such as electrical signals from the brain, including but
not limited to electroencephalogram signals “EEG' and elec
trocorticogram signals “ECoG” or intracranial EEG (referred
to herein collectively as EEG'), brain temperature, blood
flow in the brain, concentration of AEDs in the brain or blood,

etc.), heart rate, respiratory rate, chemical concentrations, etc.
0025. The algorithms may analyze the sampled EEG sig
nals in the implanted assembly, in the external assembly, or a
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portion of the advisory algorithm may be in both the
implanted assembly and the external assembly. If the seizure
advisory algorithm determines that the Subject has entered a
pro-ictal condition, the external assembly may be used to
provide a warning, instruction, or other output to the Subject
that informs them of their transitioning from an inter-ictal or
normal condition to the pro-ictal condition. The output from
the external assembly may be visual, audio, tactile (e.g.,
vibratory), or some combination thereof. Such outputs from
the external assembly may allow the user to make themselves
safe (e.g., stop cooking, pull to the side of the road when
driving, lie down, etc.) prior to the onset of the actual seizure
or allow the Subject to take an acute dosage of an AED to
prevent or mitigate the seizure. Most importantly, the Sub
ject's will no longer be surprised by the seizures and will have
more control over their life.

0026. Such algorithms may also be used to provide insight
to the Subject and the Subject's physician regarding the Sub
ject's specific seizure triggers. For example, if the Subject's
Susceptibility to a seizure increases (and a warning is given)
every time the Subject intakes alcohol or a specific food, is
sleep deprived, or is Subject to a certain stimulus, the Subject
may be able to learn which triggers to avoid. Consequently,
Such seizure advisory systems will be able to provide quan
tifiable data to the Subject and their physician regarding the
Subject-specific seizure triggers.
0027. The seizure detection algorithm(s) may be used to
detect the electrographic seizure onset and provide a seizure
warning to the Subject (or a care giver) just prior to the clinical
manifestation of the seizure. Such a warning may or may not
be sufficient to allow the subject to stop the seizure from
occurring, but at a minimum, the warning will provide the
Subject or caregiver many seconds (or minutes) prior to the
onset of the clinical seizure and allow the subject and/or
caregiver to make the Subject safe.
0028. The systems described herein can also include an
alert that is configured to indicate that there is a communica
tion error between the implanted assembly and the external
assembly. The alert can be disposed either in the internal
assembly or in the external assembly. The alert can be a
visible alert, an audible alert, a tactile alert, or any combina
tion thereof.

0029. The communication error can be a single type of
communication error, or it can be a combination of different

types of communication errors. For example, the communi
cation error can be that the external assembly is out of com
munication range with the implanted assembly such that the
external assembly is not receiving a data signal from the
implanted device. The communication error can be that the
external assembly is out of communication range with the
implanted assembly for a predetermined amount of time. The
communication error can be that the external assembly not
receiving the data signal at an expected time or within an
expected period of time. The external assembly can be con
figured to expect to receive a Substantially continuous data
signal, or the external assembly can be programmed to expect
to receive a data signal periodically. The communication error
can be that there is a gap in a data signal communication
stream, Such as missing packets of data in a numbered
sequence of packets. The communication error can also be a
data formatting error, Such as an invalid cyclic redundancy. If
the system detects a communication error an alert will be
activated to indicate there is a communication error.
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0030 The systems that provide an alert when there is a
communication error between the implanted assembly and
the external assembly can also include an input on the exter
nal assembly that allows the subject to deactivate an alert
function when the subject has a low likelihood of transition
ing into the seizure condition, Such as a contra-ictal condition.
An alarm deactivation period can be less than a time period in
which the subject is unlikely to transition into the seizure
condition. In one example, the deactivation period is 45 min
utes and the time period in which the subject is unlikely to
transition into the seizure condition is 60 minutes. The deac

tivation period can be adjustable by the Subject up to a maxi
mum time period that does not exceed the time period in
which the subject is unlikely to transition into the seizure
condition.

0031. Another aspect of the invention is a seizure advisory
device. The seizure advisory device includes a user interface
that comprises an indicator that indicates if the Subject is at a
low Susceptibility to a seizure or a high Susceptibility to a
seizure. The seizure advisory device also includes an alert that
is configured to provide an indication, such as an audible
output, to the subject if the seizure advisory device is out of
communication range with an implantable telemetry unit and
is unable to accurately communicate the Subject's Suscepti
bility to the seizure.
0032. One aspect of the invention is a method of activating
an alert when there is a communication error between an

implantable device and a device external to a subject. The
method includes sampling a brain activity signal from a sub
ject, transmitting a data signal indicative of the sampled brain
activity signal from an implanted assembly to an external
assembly outside of the Subject, and activating an alert when
there is a communication error between the implanted assem
bly and the external assembly. The method can include stor
ing the data signal in the implanted assembly if there is a
communication error, as well as attempting to retransmit the
data signal after the error is detected.
0033. One aspect of the invention is a method of informing
a Subject when a seizure advisory device is out of communi
cation range with an implantable device, the method compris
ing. The method includes receiving a transcutaneously trans
mitted data signal indicative of the sampled brain activity
signal from an implanted device and activating an alert when
an expected data signal transmitted from the implanted device
is not received by the seizure advisory device. The seizure
advisory device can be configured to analyze the data signal
to estimate the subject's susceptibility to a seizure. Alterna
tively, the implanted device is configured to analyze the data
signal to estimate the Subject's Susceptibility to a seizure and
the seizure advisory device is configured to communicate the
estimated Susceptibility to the Subject. The data signal can be
transmitted Substantially continuously and comprises Sub
stantially real-time sampled brain activity signals.
0034. The seizure advisory systems of the present inven
tion may be used in conjunction with a therapy that may
prevent the seizure from occurring, reduce the severity of the
oncoming seizure, reduce the duration of the oncoming sei
Zure, or the like. The therapy may be initiated in a closed loop
within the system, or the therapy may be manually initiated
by the Subject or caregiver.
0035 Depending on the level of the subject's susceptibil
ity for a seizure, the output provided to the Subject may take
a variety of different forms. Some embodiments will provide
an output to the Subject that causes the Subject to take an acute
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dosage of a pharmacological agent (e.g., neuro-suppressant,
sedative Such as a rapid onset benzodiazepine, AED or anti
convulsant, or other medication which exhibits seizure pre
vention effects). The advisory algorithm(s) may be used to
characterize the subject's susceptibility for a future seizure. If
the advisory algorithm determines that the Subject is at an
increased or elevated susceptibility for a future seizure, the
system may provide an output to the Subject and/or caregiver
that facilitates the subject to take or the caregiver to provide an
acute dosage of a pharmacological agent (such as an AED) to
prevent the occurrence of the seizure or reduce the magnitude
or duration of the seizure.

0036. As used herein, the term “anti-epileptic drug” or
AED generally encompasses pharmacological agents that
reduce the frequency or susceptibility of a seizure. There are
many drug classes that comprise the set of AEDs, and many
different mechanisms of action are represented. For example,
some medications are believed to increase the seizure thresh

old, thereby making the brain less likely to initiate a seizure.
Other medications retard the spread of neural bursting activ
ity and tend to prevent the propagation or spread of seizure
activity. Some AEDs, such as the benzodiazepines, act via the
GABA receptor and globally suppress neural activity. How
ever, other AEDS may act by modulating a neuronal calcium
channel, a neuronal potassium channel, a neuronal NMDA
channel, a neuronal AMPA channel, a neuronal metabotropic
type channel, a neuronal sodium channel, and/or a neuronal
kainite channel.

0037 Unlike conventional anti-epileptic drug treatments,
which provide for an “open loop' chronic regimen of phar
macological agents, the present invention is able to manage
seizures acutely while Substantially optimizing the intake of
the pharmacological agent by having the Subject to take a
pharmacological agent only when it is determined that the
Subject has transitioned to a higher Susceptibility to a seizure,
e.g., to a pro-ictal condition. Furthermore, with this new
paradigm of seizure prevention, the present invention pro
vides a new indication for pharmacotherapy. This new indi
cation is served by several existing medications, including
AEDs, given at doses which are sub-therapeutic to their pre
viously known indications, such as acute AED administration
for seizure termination or status epilepticus. Since this new
indication is served by a new and much lower dosing regimen
and consequently a new therapeutic window, the present
invention is able to provide a correspondingly new and Sub
stantially reduced side effect profile and may reduce or elimi
nate tolerance effects of the AED. For example, the present
invention allows the use of dosages that are lower than FDA
approved dosages for the various anti-epileptic agents. This
dosing may be about 5% to about 95% lower than the FDA
recommended dose for the drug, and preferably at or below
90% of the FDA-recommended dose, and most preferably
below about 50% of the FDA-recommended dose. But as can

be appreciated, if the measured signals indicate a high Sus
ceptibility for a seizure, the methods and systems of the
present invention may recommend taking an FDA or a higher
than FDA approved dose of the AED to prevent the seizure.
Such a paradigm has valuable application for Subjects in
which side effects of AEDs are problematic, particular seda
tion in general and teratogenicity in pregnant women or risk
of teratogenicity in all women of child bearing age. A more
complete description of using acute dosages of AEDs with a
seizure advisory system is described in commonly owned
U.S. patent application Ser. Nos. 11/321,897, 11/321,898,
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and 11/322,150 (all filed Dec. 28, 2005), the complete dis
closures of which are incorporated herein by reference.
0038. In another embodiment, the present invention pro
vides a system that comprises an advisory algorithm that may
be used to modify or alter the scheduling and/or dosing of a
chronically prescribed pharmacological agent, such as an
AED, to optimize or custom tailor the dosing to a particular
subject at a particular point in time. This allows for (1)
improved efficacy for individual subjects, since there is varia
tion of therapeutic needs among Subjects, and (2) improved
response to variation in therapeutic needs for a given subject
with time, resulting form normal physiological variations as
well as from external and environmental influences, such as

stress, sleep deprivation, the presence of flashing lights, alco
hol intake and withdrawal, menstrual cycle, and the like The
advisory algorithm may be used to characterize the Subject's
susceptibility for the future seizure. If the advisory algorithm
determines that the subject is at an elevated susceptibility for
an epileptic seizure or otherwise predicts the onset of a sei
Zure, the system may provide an output that indicates or
otherwise recommends or instructs the Subject to take an
accelerated or increased dosage of a chronically prescribed
pharmacological agent. Consequently, the present invention
may be able to provide a lower chronic plasma level of the
AED and modulate the intake of the prescribed agent in order
to decrease side effects and maximize benefit of the AED.

0039. The seizure advisory systems of the present inven
tion may be used by medically refractory subjects as well as
by subjects who are chronically administering one or more
AEDs. Advantageously, such a system may be used to titrate
the chronic medications to a level that reduces the side effects,

while still providing seizure prevention effects. If the seizure
advisory systems of the present invention are able to deter
mine that the subject has a high susceptibility with time
periods that are longer than the time for the AED to reach a
threshold plasma level and prevent the onset of the seizure,
the Subject may be able to take Supplementary dosage of
medication that is administered in response to the assessment
of the higher susceptibility to the seizure. Such a method
would reduce the subject's overall chronic intake of AEDs,
while still preventing seizures in the subject.
0040. The supplementary dosages may be the subject's
standard dosage, a larger than standard dosage, or a smaller
than standard dosage. The Supplementary dosage could be the
same AED that the subject takes chronically, or it could be a
different AED. It may be desirable to have the dosage and/or
type of medication be variable based on the ability of the
algorithms to assess the particular Subject's neurological con
dition. While the above description focuses on subject-ad
ministered AEDs, the systems of the present invention also
encompass the use of implanted drug pumps that be automati
cally initiated by a control signal from the implanted assem
bly and/or the external assembly. Such implanted drug pumps
may use similar dosing schemes as described above.
0041. In other embodiments, the present invention pro
vides seizure advisory systems in conjunction with auto
mated or manual actuation of electrical neuromodulation.

The electrical neuromodulation may be delivered to a periph
eral nerve (e.g., vagus nerve stimulation (“VNS)), a cranial
nerve (e.g., trigeminal nervestimulation (“TNS)), directly to
the brain tissue (e.g., deep brain stimulation (DBS), cortical
stimulation, etc.), or any combination thereof.
0042. In one configuration, the seizure advisory systems
of the present invention may be used in conjunction with an
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existing implanted Cyberonics(RVNS system. If the seizure
advisory system of the present invention determines that the
Subject has transitioned to a pro-ictal condition, the system
may provide an output to the Subject so as to inform the
subject to activate the VNS device with a wand. In alternative
embodiments, the implanted assembly may include an inte
grated pulse generator that is configured to generate the neu
romodulation signal that is delivered to a vagus nerve elec
trode.

0043 Advantageously, the systems and methods of the
present invention may be used to reduce Subject anxiety and
restore a sense of control in the subject’s life, stop or reduce
the duration or severity of the seizures, reduce or eliminate
physical injuries to the Subject, potentially increase Voca
tional opportunities by allowing epileptic Subjects to hold
down jobs they wouldn't otherwise be able to have, resume
their driving privileges, increase comfort with social interac
tion, and enable certain key activities of daily living.
0044) For a further understanding of the nature and advan
tages of the present invention, reference should be made to the
following description taken in conjunction with the accom
panying drawings.
BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

0045. The novel features of the invention are set forth with
particularity in the appended claims. A better understanding
of the features and advantages of the present invention will be
obtained by reference to the following detailed description
that sets forth illustrative embodiments, in which the prin
ciples of the invention are utilized, and the accompanying
drawings of which:
0046 FIG. 1 illustrates one embodiment of a monitoring
or data collection system which comprises one or more
intracranial electrodes in communication with an external

assembly through an implanted assembly.
0047 FIG. 2 illustrates examples of electrode arrays that
may be used with the system of FIG. 1.
0048 FIG. 3 is a simplified illustration of an implanted
assembly that may be used with the system of FIG. 1.
0049 FIG. 4 is a simplified illustration of a method of
alerting a subject of a communication error between the
implanted assembly and external assembly
0050 FIG. 5 is a simplified illustration of an external
assembly that may be used with the system of FIG. 1.
0051 FIG. 6 is an alternative illustration of an external
assembly that may be used with the system.
0.052 FIG. 7 illustrates an exemplary user interface
including outputs of an exemplary external assembly that
may be used with the system.
0053 FIG. 8 illustrates an exemplary external assembly
that may be used with the system.
0054 FIG. 9 is a simplified flow chart that illustrates one
method of storing EEG data.
0055 FIG. 10 illustrates a method of measuring seizure
activity data for clinical and/or Sub-clinical seizures.
0056 FIG. 11 illustrates a method of evaluating efficacy of
a therapy.
0057 FIG. 12 illustrates a method of titrating an effica
cious therapy.
0058 FIG. 13 illustrates one embodiment of a simplified
seizure advisory system which comprises an array of epidural
or subdural electrodes and an array of depth electrodes in
communication with an external assembly through an
implanted assembly.
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0059 FIG. 14 schematically illustrates a plurality of algo
rithms that may be embodied by the present invention.
0060 FIG. 15 illustrates a method of using a seizure advi
sory system.

0061 FIG. 16 illustrates another variation to the system of
FIG. 6 which includes a pulse generator that is coupled to a
vagus nerve electrode array.
0062 FIG. 17 illustrates a separate vagus nervestimulator
that is used in conjunction with a seizure advisory system.
DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF THE INVENTION

0063 Certain specific details are set forth in the following
description and figures to provide an understanding of various
embodiments of the invention. Certain well-known details,
associated electronics and devices are not set forth in the

following disclosure to avoid unnecessarily obscuring the
various embodiments of the invention. Further, those of ordi

nary skill in the relevant art will understand that they can
practice other embodiments of the invention without one or
more of the details described below. Finally, while various
processes are described with reference to steps and sequences
in the following disclosure, the description is for providing a
clear implementation of particular embodiments of the inven
tion, and the steps and sequences of steps should not be taken
as required to practice this invention.
0064. The term “condition' is used herein to generally
refer to the Subject's underlying disease or disorder—such as
epilepsy, depression, Parkinson's disease, headache disorder,
etc. The term “state' is used herein to generally refer to
calculation results or indices that are reflective a categorical
approximation of a point (or group of points) along a single or
multi-variable state space continuum of the Subject's condi
tion. The estimation of the Subject's state does not necessarily
constitute a complete or comprehensive accounting of the
Subjects total situation. As used in the context of the present
invention, state typically refers to the subject's state within
their neurological condition. For example, for a subject Suf
fering from an epilepsy condition, at any point in time the
Subject may be in a different states along the continuum, Such
as an ictal state (a state in which a neurological event, such as
a seizure, is occurring), a pro-ictal State (a state in which the
Subject has an increased risk of transitioning to the ictal state),
an inter-ictal state (a state in between ictal states), a contra
ictal state (a state in which the subject has a low risk of
transitioning to the ictal state within a calculated or predeter
mined time period), or the like. A pro-ictal state may transi
tion to either an ictal or inter-ictal state.

0065. The estimation and characterization of “state' may
be based on one or more subject dependent parameters from
the a portion of the Subject's body, such as electrical signals
from the brain, including but not limited to electroencepha
logram signals and electrocorticogram signals “ECoG” or
intracranial EEG (referred to herein collectively as EEG').
brain temperature, blood flow in the brain, concentration of
AEDs in the brain or blood, changes thereof, etc.). While
parameters that are extracted from brain-based signals are
preferred, the present invention may also extract parameters
from other portions of the body, such as the heart rate, respi
ratory rate, blood pressure, chemical concentrations, etc.
0066 An "event' is used herein to refer to a specific event
in the subject's condition. Examples of such events include
transition from one state to another state, e.g., an electro
graphic onset of seizure, end of seizure, or the like. For
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conditions other than epilepsy, the event could be an onset of
a migraine headache, onset of a depressive episode, a tremor,
or the like.

0067. The occurrence of a seizure may be referred to as a
number of different things. For example, when a seizure
occurs, the Subject is considered to have exited a "pro-ictal
state' and has transitioned into the “ictal state'. However, the

electrographic onset of the seizure (one event) and/or the
clinical onset of the seizure (another event) have also
occurred during the transition of States.
0068 A subject’s “susceptibility’ for a seizure is a mea
sure of the likelihood of transitioning into the ictal state. The
subject's susceptibility for seizure may be estimated by deter
mining which “state' the subject is currently in. As noted
above, the Subject is deemed to have an increased suscepti
bility for transitioning into the ictal state (e.g., have a seizure)
when the subject is determined to be in a pro-ictal state.
Likewise, the Subject may be deemed to have a low Suscep
tibility for transitioning into the ictal state when it is deter
mined that the Subject is in a contra-ictal state.
0069. While the discussion below focuses on measuring
electrical signals generated by electrodes placed near, on, or
within the brain or nervous system (EEG signals) of subjects
and Subject populations for the determination of a subject's
Susceptibility for having a seizure, it should be appreciated
that the invention is not limited to measuring EEG signals or
to determining the Subject's Susceptibility for having a sei
Zure. For example, the invention could also be used in systems
that measure one or more of a blood pressure, blood oxygen
ation indicator e.g. via pulse Oximetry, temperature of the
brain or of portions of the subject, blood flow measurements,
ECG/EKG, heart rate signals, respiratory signals, chemical
concentrations of neurotransmifters, chemical concentra

tions of medications, pH in the blood, or other physiological
or biochemical parameters of a Subject.
0070 Furthermore, while the remaining discussion
focuses on systems and method for measuring a subject's
Susceptibility for having a seizure, the present invention may
also be applicable to monitoring other neurological or psy
chiatric disorders and determining the Susceptibility for Such
disorders. For example, the present invention may also be
applicable to monitoring and management of sleep apnea,
Parkinson's disease, essential tremor, Alzheimer's disease,

migraine headaches, depression, eating disorders, cardiac
arrhythmias, bipolar spectrum disorders, or the like. The
present invention may also be applicable to non-medical
monitoring and management of events such as Storms, earth
quakes, social unrest, or other episodic events from which
identification of a low susceptibility state may be useful. As
can be appreciated, the features extracted from the signals and
used by the algorithms will be specific to the underlying
disorder that is being managed. While certain features may be
relevant to epilepsy, such features may or may not be relevant
to the state measurement for other disorders.

0071. The devices and systems of the present invention
can be used for long-term, ambulatory sampling and analysis
of one or more physiological signals, such as a Subject's brain
activity (e.g., EEG). In many embodiments, the systems and
methods of the present invention incorporate brain activity
analysis algorithms that extract one or more features from the
brain activity signals (and/or other physiological signals) and
classifies, or otherwise processes, such features to determin
ing the Subject's Susceptibility for having a seizure.
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0072 Some systems of the present invention may also be
used to facilitate delivery of a therapy to the subject to prevent
the onset of a seizure and/or abort or mitigate a seizure.
Facilitating the delivery of the therapy may be carried out by
outputting a warning or instructions to the Subject or auto
matically initiating delivery of the therapy to the Subject (e.g.,
pharmacological, electrical stimulation, focal cooling, etc.).
The therapy may be delivered to the subject using an
implanted assembly that is used to collect the ambulatory
signals, or it may be delivered to the subject through a differ
ent implanted or external assembly.
0073. A description of some systems that may be used to
delivery a therapy to the subject are described in commonly
owned U.S. Pat. Nos. 6,366,813 and 6,819,956, U.S. Patent

Application Publication No. 2005/0021103 (published Jan.
27, 2005), U.S. Patent Application Publication No. 2005/
01 19703 (published Jun. 2, 2005), U.S. Patent Application
Publication No. 2005/0021104 (published Jan. 27, 2005),
U.S. Patent Application Publication No. 2005/0240242 (pub
lished Oct. 27, 2005), U.S. Patent Application Publication
No. 2005/0222626 (published Oct. 6, 2005), and U.S. patent
application Ser. No. 11/282,317 (filed Nov. 17, 2005), U.S.
patent application Ser. Nos. 11/321,897, 11/321,898, and
1 1/322,150 (all filed Dec. 28, 2005), the complete disclosures
of which are incorporated herein by reference.
0074 For subjects suspected or known to have epilepsy,
the systems of the present invention may be used to collect
data and quantify metrics for the subjects that heretofore have
not been accurately measurable. For example, the data may be
analyzed to (1) determine whether or not the subject has
epilepsy, (2) determine the type of epilepsy, (3) determine the
types of seizures, (4) localize or lateralize one or more seizure
foci or seizure networks, (5) assess baseline seizure statistics
and/or change from the baseline seizure statistics (e.g., sei
Zure count, frequency, duration, seizure pattern, etc.), (6)
monitor for Sub-clinical seizures, assess a baseline frequency
of occurrence, and/or change from the baseline occurrence,
(7) measure the efficacy of AED treatments, deep brain or
cortical stimulation, peripheral nervestimulation, and/or cra
nial nervestimulation, (8) assess the effect of adjustments of
the parameters of the AED treatment, (9) determine the
effects of adjustments of the type of AED, (10) determine the
effect of, and the adjustment to parameters of electrical
stimulation (e.g., peripheral nerve stimulation, cranial nerve
stimulation, deep brain stimulation (DBS), cortical stimula
tion, etc.), (11) determine the effect of, and the adjustment of
parameters of focal cooling (e.g., use of cooling fluids, peltier
devices, etc., to diminish or reduce seizures (see, for example,
“Rothman et al., “Local Cooling: A Therapy for Intractable
Neocortical Epilepsy.” Epilepsy Currents, Vol. 3, No. 5, Sep
tember/October 2003: pp. 153-156, (12) determine “triggers'
for the Subject's seizures, (13) assess outcomes from Surgical
procedures, (14) provide immediate biofeedback to the sub
ject, (15) screen Subjects for determining if they are an appro
priate candidate for a seizure advisory system or other neu
rological monitoring or therapy system, or the like.
0075. In a first aspect of the invention, the present inven
tion encompasses a data collection system that is adapted to
collect long term ambulatory brain activity data from the
Subject. In preferred embodiments, the data collection system
is able to sample one or more channels of brain activity from
the subject with one or more implanted electrodes. The elec
trodes are in wired or wireless communication with one or

more implantable assemblies that are, in turn, in wired or
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wireless communication with an external assembly. The
sampled brain activity data may be stored in a memory of the
implanted assembly, external assembly and/or a remote loca
tion Such as a physician's computer system. In alternative
embodiments, it may be desirable to integrate the electrodes
with the implanted assembly, and Such an integrated
implanted assembly may be in communication with the exter
nal assembly.
0076 Unlike other conventional systems which have an
implanted memory that is able to only store Small epochs of
brain activity before and after a seizure, the implantable
assemblies of the present invention are configured to Substan
tially continuously sample the physiological signals over a
much longer time period (e.g., anywhere between one day to
one week, one week to two weeks, two weeks to a month, or

more) so as to be able to monitor fluctuations of the brain
activity (or other physiological signal) over the entire time
period. In alternative embodiments, however, the implantable
assembly may only periodically sample the Subject's physi
ological signals or selectively/aperiodically monitor the Sub
ject's physiological signals. Some examples of Such alterna
tive embodiments are described in commonly owned U.S.
patent application Ser. Nos. 1 1/616,788 and 1 1/616,793, both
filed Dec. 27, 2006, the complete disclosures of which are
incorporated herein by reference.
0077. When the memory is almost full, the system may
provide the Subject a warning so that the Subject may manu
ally initiate uploading of the collected brain activity data or
the system may automatically initiate a periodic download of
the collected brain activity data from a memory of the exter
nal assembly to a hard drive, flash-drive, local computer
workstation, remote server or computer workstation, or other
larger capacity memory system. In alternative embodiments,
the external assembly may be configured to automatically
stream the stored EEG data over a wireless link to a remote

server or database. Such a wireless link may use existing WiFi
networks, cellular networks, pager networks or other wireless
network communication protocols. Advantageously, Such
embodiments would not require the Subject to manually
upload the data and could reduce the down time of the system
and better ensure permanent capture of substantially all of the
sampled data.
0078. Another aspect of the invention is a system for
monitoring a Subject's Susceptibility, or Susceptibility, to a
seizure. The system includes an electrode and an implanted
communication assembly in communication with the elec
trode. The implanted communication assembly samples a
neural signal with the electrode and Substantially continu
ously transmits a data signal from the Subject's body. The
system also comprises an external assembly positioned out
side the subject's body that is configured to receive and pro
cess the data signal to measure the Subject's Susceptibility to
having a seizure. In alternative embodiments the implanted
assembly processes the data and measures the Subject's Sus
ceptibility of having a seizure, in which case only data indica
tive of the measured susceptibility is transmitted to the exter
nal assembly.
(0079 FIG. 1 illustrates en exemplary embodiment of a
either a data collection system or monitoring system as
described herein. System 10 includes one or more electrode
arrays 12 that are configured to be implanted in the Subject
and configured to sample electrical activity from the Subject's
brain. The electrode array 12 may be positioned anywhere in,
on, and/or around the Subject's brain, but typically one or
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more of the electrodes are implanted within in the subject. For
example, one of more of the electrodes may be implanted
adjacent or above a previously identified epileptic network,
epileptic focus or a portion of the brain where the focus is
believed to be located. While not shown, it may be desirable
to position one or more electrodes in a contralateral position
relative to the focus or in other portions of the subject's body
to monitor other physiological signals.
0080. The electrode arrays 12 of the present invention may
be intracranial electrodes (e.g., epidural, Subdural, and/or
depth electrodes), extracranial electrodes (e.g., spike or bone
screw electrodes, Subcutaneous electrodes, scalp electrodes,
dense array electrodes), or a combination thereof. While it is
preferred to monitor signals directly from the brain, it may
also be desirable to monitor brain activity using sphlenoidal
electrodes, foramen ovale electrodes, intravascular elec

trodes, peripheral nerve electrodes, cranial nerve electrodes,
or the like. While the remaining disclosure focuses on intrac
ranial electrodes for sampling intracranial EEG, it should be
appreciated that the present invention encompasses any type
of electrodes that may be used to sample any type of physi
ological signal from the Subject.
0081. In the configuration illustrated in FIG. 1, two elec
trode arrays 12 are positioned in an epidural or subdural
space, but as noted above, any type of electrode placement
may be used to monitor brain activity of the subject. For
example, in a minimally invasive embodiment, the electrode
array 12 may be implanted between the skull and any of the
layers of the scalp. Specifically, the electrodes 12 may be
positioned between the skin and the connective tissue,
between the connective tissue and the epicranial aponeurosis/
galea aponeurotica, between the epicranial aponeurosis/galea
aponeurotica and the loose aerolar tissue, between the loose
aerolar tissue and the pericranium, and/or between the peri
cranium and the calvarium. To improve signal-to-noise ratio,
Such subcutaneous electrodes may be rounded to conform to
the curvature of the outer Surface of the cranium, and may
further include a protuberance that is directed inwardly
toward the cranium to improve sampling of the brain activity
signals. Furthermore, if desired, the electrode may be par
tially or fully positioned in openings disposed in the skull.
Additional details of exemplary wireless minimally invasive
implantable devices and their methods of implantation can be
found in U.S. application Ser. No. 1 1/766,742, filed Jun. 21,
2007, the disclosure of which is incorporated by reference
herein in its entirety.
0082 Some exemplary configurations of the electrode
arrays 12 are shown in FIG.2. Each of the illustrated electrode
arrays has eight electrode contacts So as to provide sixteen 16
channels for monitoring the EEG signals. The electrode con
tacts may be bipolar or referential. It should be appreciated
however, that while FIG. 2 illustrates sixteen 16 channels that

are distributed over two electrode arrays, any number elec
trode arrays that have any number of contacts may be used
with the present invention. In most embodiments, however,
the system typically includes between about 1 and about 256
channels, and preferably between about 1 and about 32 chan
nels, and more preferably between 8 and 32 channels that are
distributed over 1 array and about 4 arrays. The array pattern
and number of contacts on each array may be configured in
any desirable pattern.
0083 FIG. 2 specifically illustrates a 2x4 grid electrode
array 30, a 1x8 strip electrode array 32, or a 1x8 depth
electrode array 34. Each of the electrode arrays 12 will be
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coupled to the implanted assembly 14 with leads 16, unless
they are wireless leads. The leads of each of the electrode
arrays 12 will typically have a common lead body 17 and
connector 19. The connector 19 may take any conventional or
proprietary form, but in preferred embodiments is based on
SCS/ICD technology. The electrode arrays could be used in
either a bipolar or monopolar configuration.
I0084. If the system 10 includes the capability of providing
stimulation of the peripheral nerve, such as the vagus nerve,
the system may include a vagus nerve cuff36, which includes
a modified IS1 connector that is used for Cyberonics vagus
nerve lead. The systems 10 of the present invention may also
be configured to provide electrical stimulation to other por
tions of the nervous system (e.g., cortex, deep brain struc
tures, cranial nerves, etc.). Stimulation parameters are typi
cally about several volts in amplitude, 50 microsec to 1
milisec in pulse duration, and at a frequency between about 2
HZ and about 1000 HZ.

I0085. As shown in FIG. 1, the electrode arrays 12 are in
wired communication with an implanted assembly 14 via the
wire leads 16. The individual leads from the contacts (not
shown) are placed in lead 16 and the lead 16 is tunneled
between the cranium and the scalp and Subcutaneously
through the neck to the implanted assembly 14. Typically,
implanted assembly 14 is implanted in a sub-clavicular
pocket in the subject, but the implanted assembly 14 may be
disposed somewhere else in the subject's body. For example,
the implanted assembly 14 may be implanted in the abdomen
or underneath, above, or within an opening in the Subject's
cranium (not shown).
I0086 Implanted assembly 14 can be used to pre-process
EEG signals sampled by the electrode array 12 and transmit a
data signal that is encoded with the sampled EEG data over a
wireless link 18 to an external assembly 20, where the EEG
data is permanently or temporarily stored. FIG.3 illustrates a
simplified embodiment of an exemplary implanted assembly
14. Implanted assembly 14 may comprise a cast epoxy pack
aging 40 that hermetically encapsulates the Sub-assemblies of
the implanted assembly 14. In other embodiments, the pack
aging 40 may include (i) biocompatible metals such as plati
num, niobium, titanium, tantalum, and various alloys of these
metals, (ii) biocompatible ceramics Such as Aluminum Oxide
(Al2O), Zirconium Oxide (ZO), and Boron Nitride (BN),
(iii) and any combination of ceramic, metal, and epoxy. Some
examples of Such embodiments are described in commonly
owned U.S. patent application Ser. No. 61/017,504, filed Dec.
28, 2007, the complete disclosure of which is incorporated
herein by reference.
I0087 Packaging 40 is preferably as small as possible and
may have a similar packaging footprint as a spinal cord stimu
lator. Thus, the packaging typically has a Volume between
about 10 cubic centimeters to about 70 cubic centimeters and

preferably about 30 cubic centimeters, but may be larger or
Smaller, depending on what components are disposed therein.
Packaging 40 comprises an interface 41 for the connectors 19
of leads 16. The interface 41 will have at least the same

number of input channels as the number of contacts in the
electrode array, and may have more input channels than active
contacts. Interface 41 may also have one or more bipolar
output channels for delivering electrical stimulation to a
peripheral nerve, brain tissue, cranial nerves, or other por
tions of the subject’s body. Further details of an exemplary
housing structure for the implanted assembly can be found in
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U.S. application Ser. No. 61/017,504, filed Dec. 28, 2007, the
disclosure of which is incorporated by reference herein in its
entirety.
0088. The interconnections between the components of
implanted assembly 14 and external assembly 20 may be may
be wired, wireless, digital, analog, or any combination
thereof, and Such electronic components may be embodied as
hardware, Software, firmware, or any combination thereof.
While FIG. 3 shows one preferred embodiment of the elec
tronic components of implanted assembly 14, it should be
appreciated that the functionality performed by each of the
sub-assemblies shown in FIG.3 may be embodied in multiple
sub-assemblies and the functionality carried out by multiple
sub-assemblies of FIG. 3 may be combined into a single
sub-assembly. Furthermore, some embodiments of the
implanted assembly 14 may have additional functionalities
not illustrated, while other embodiments may not have all of
the functionality and/or electronic components that are illus
trated in FIG. 3.

0089. The electronic components of the implanted assem
bly will typically comprise a signal conditioning Sub-assem
bly 42 that conditions the one or more EEG signals received
from the interface 41. The signal conditioning Sub-assembly
42 may perform amplification, combined to reduce common
modesignal, filtering (e.g., lowpass, highpass, bandpass, and/
or notch filtering), digital-to-analog conversion, or some
combination thereof.

0090. The electronic components of the implanted assem
bly 14 may optionally comprise dedicated circuitry and/or a
microprocessor (referred to herein collectively as “process
ing sub-assembly 44') for further processing of the EEG
signals prior to transmission to the external assembly 20. The
further processing may include any combination of encryp
tion, forward error correction, checksum or cyclic redun
dancy checks (CRC), or the like. The processing Sub-assem
bly may comprise an ASIC, off the shelf components, or the
like. In one embodiment processing Sub-assembly 44
includes one or more multiple-core processors for processing
data. Such multiple-core microprocessors provide faster pro
cessing, while consuming less power than multiple single
core processors. Consequently, the life of the power source 44
may be prolonged. Some examples of Suitable multiple-core
processors include the Intel(R) Core 2 Duo Processor and the
AMDR) dual-core Opteron microprocessor.
0091. Of course, while FIG. 3 illustrates a separate condi
tioning assembly 42 and processing Sub-assembly, the two
assemblies may be embodied in a single ASIC that performs
the functionality of both assemblies 42, 44.
0092. The implanted assembly 14 will also typically
include both a clock 48 and a power source 50. The clock 48
is typically in the form of an oscillator and frequency synthe
sizer to provide synchronization and a time base for the sig
nals transmitted from internal assembly and for signals
received from external assembly 20. Power source 50 may be
a non-rechargeable battery, a rechargeable battery, a capaci
tor, etc. One preferred power source is a medical grade
rechargeable Li-Ion battery that is commonly used in other
implantable devices. The rechargeable power source 50 may
also be in communication with the communication Sub-sys
tem 46 so as to receive power from outside the body by
inductive coupling, radiofrequency (RF) coupling, etc. Such
rechargeable power sources typically have a lifespan of
between about 3 years and about 5 years. Power source 50
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will generally be used to provide power to the other compo
nents of the implantable assembly 14.
0093. In some embodiments, the implanted assembly 14
may optionally include a memory Sub-system 52 (e.g., RAM)
for permanently or temporarily storing or buffering the pro
cessed EEG signal. For example, memory sub-assembly 52
may be used as a buffer to temporarily store the processed
EEG data if there are problems with transmitting the data to
the external assembly. For example, if the external assembly’s
power Supply is low, the memory in the external assembly is
removed, or if the external assembly is out of communication
range with the implantable assembly 14, the EEG data may be
temporarily buffered in memory sub-assembly 52 and the
buffered EEG data and the current sampled EEG data may be
transmitted to the external assembly when the problem has
been corrected. The buffer may be any size, but it will typi
cally be large enough to store between about 1 megabyte and
100 megabytes of data. As can be appreciated, as technology
improves and the capacity of memory cards improve, it is
likely that many hundreds of gigabytes or hundreds of
gigabytes of data may be buffered in the internal memory. Of
course, in embodiments that do not have a memory Sub
system 52 in the implanted assembly 14, any data that is
sampled during the times in which the external assembly 20 is
out of communication range with the implanted assembly 14,
there may simply be gaps in the stored data.
0094. In some embodiments the system 10 of the present
invention may incorporate an alert that is activated to indicate
that there is a communication error between the implanted
assembly and the external assembly. Exemplary communica
tion errors include, without limitation, when (1) the external
assembly 20 is out of communication range with the internal
assembly 14 Such that the transmitted data signals are not
received by the external assembly, (2) there is some other
error in the transmission and receipt of data signals between
the internal assembly 14 and external assembly, (3) self test
error has been encountered, (4) memory card is full (or nearly
full), or some combination thereof. Additional exemplary
causes for an alert are discussed below in the more detailed

discussion of the external assembly.
0.095 Typically, the alert is incorporated in the external
assembly 20 so that the external assembly can provide a
visual, audible, and/or tactile alert. Such an alert can indicate

to the subject (or third party) that the external assembly 20 is
notable to receive the RF signal from the implanted assembly
14 and/or that appropriate data transfer is not occurring.
Moreover, the alert may reduce the likelihood of misplacing
the external assembly 20, since in most embodiments, once
the data transfer is interrupted, the alert may be activated by
the system. In Such a case, if the Subject were to walk away
from the external assembly 20 (e.g., leave the external assem
bly 20 on a table), the subject would not be advised of their
susceptibility for seizure. If the subject did not realize that
they did not have their external assembly 20 with them, the
Subject may assume that they are in a low Susceptibility and
perform activities on the assumption that their external
assembly 20 would warn them of a changing to a state in
which they were in a higher susceptibility to a seizure.
0096. Additionally or alternatively, it may be possible to
incorporate analert in the implanted assembly 14 and the alert
may provide a tactile warning (e.g., vibration) and/or audible
alert to warn the Subject that there is a data transmission error
between the external assembly 20 and the implanted assem
bly 14.
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0097. In some embodiments the external assembly can be
adapted so that it will expect to receive a data signal from the
implanted assembly, and if it does not, the alert will be acti
vated. The external assembly can be programmed to expect to
receive a Substantially continuous data signal from the
implanted assembly, such that if the external assembly stops
receiving a signal the alert will be activated. The external
assembly can also be programmed to expect to receive a data
signal periodically rather than Substantially continuously. For
example, the external assembly could expect to receive a
signal every two seconds, and if it fails to receive a signal after
a two second period of time, the alert will be activated. Thus,
when the external assembly is adapted to expect a data signal
periodically, the alert will be activated after a specified period
of time passes without the external assembly receiving the
data signal.
0098. In some embodiments the communication error
comprises a gap in the communication stream. For example,
if the data signal comprises a numbered sequence of packets
of information, and the external assembly receives a signal
with missing packets of information within the sequence, the
alert would be activated. The implanted assembly can be
adapted to temporarily store the data signal so that if the
external assembly detects a gap in the communication, the
implanted assembly can attempt to retransmit the complete
data signal data.
0099. In some embodiments the communication error can
include data formatting errors. An exemplary formatting error
is an invalid cyclic redundancy check, but formatting errors as
described herein include any other alteration of data during
transmission or storage.
0100 FIG. 4 illustrates an exemplary method of activating
an alert when there is an error transmitting a data signal
between the implanted assembly and the external assembly.
First, a brain signal, such as an EEG signal, is sampled from
the subject at step 55. The implanted assembly then attempts
to transmit a data signal which is indicative of the brain signal
to the external assembly at step 56. If there is a communica
tion error between the implanted assembly and the external
assembly, step 57, the alert is activated, step 58, to notify the
Subject of the communication error. The implanted assembly
can also attempt to retransmit the data signal between the
implanted assembly and the external assembly if there is a
communication error.

0101. In some situations, the subject may be able to tem
porarily disable the alert and/or change the mode or param
eters of the alert using a subject input. Such functionality may
be carried out through providing a manual Subject input—
Such as pressing a button on the external assembly 20.
0102. In some embodiments, external assembly 20 may be
programmed to allow the subject to disable the alert if the
Subject is in one or more different neurological states. For
example, if the Subject is in a contra-ictal state in which the
Subject is at a low Susceptibility to transitioning into an ictal
state and/or a pro-ictal state in a period of time and did not
want to carry the external assembly 20 with them (e.g., to take
a shower and leave the external assembly 20 in the bedroom),
the subject may disable the alert by using the buttons 131,
133, 135 or other user inputs on the external assembly 20
(FIG. 6). The disabling of the alert could last for a predeter
mined time period and then automatically be re-enabled, or
the disabling of the alert may be continued until the subject
manually re-enables the alert.
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0103) The subject and/or the physician may also custom
ize the alert parameters to the Subject. For example, some
subjects may want to be immediately alerted if there is a
communication error, while others may want a time delay
before the alert is sounded.

0104 Furthermore, if there is a prolonged alert (e.g., the
subject leaves the house without the external assembly), the
external assembly 20 may automatically disable the alert after
a predetermined time and/or the alert may be manually dis
abled by a third party. To further reduce the likelihood of
misplacing the external assembly 20 and ensuring that the
Subject is being monitored and advised, the external assembly
20 may comprise a communication assembly that facilitates
the wireless communication with a remote party, Such as the
Subject's caregiver, spouse, or friend (described in more detail
below as the caregiver advisory device). Thus, if an alert is
Sounded that indicates a communication error, the communi

cation assembly may send a wireless communication to the
remote party to alert the third party that the subject is not
being advised of their susceptibility to seizure. Typically, the
wireless communication to the caregiver will be sent only
after a predetermined time period has elapsed.
0105 Tuning or reprogramming of the components of
implanted assembly 14 may be carried out in vivo through
communication Sub-assembly 46. For example, the external
assembly 20 and/or a dedicated programmer (controlled by
physician) may be brought into communication range with
the communication Sub-assembly 46 and the reprogramming
instructions may be uploaded into the processing sub-assem
bly.
0106 Communication Sub-assembly may include a mag
netic reed switch (not shown) similar to those found in the
Cyberonics(R Vagus Nerve Stimulator or spinal cord stimu
lators. The magnetic reed switch would enable initiation of an
electrode impedance check, self test, RAM check, ROM
check, power Supply checks, computer operating properly
checks, electrode impedance check, or the like.
0107 Implantable assembly 14 can be configured to sub
stantially continuously sample the brain activity of the groups
of neurons in the immediate vicinity of each of the contacts in
the electrode array12. The communication range between the
implanted assembly 14 and the external assembly 20 is typi
cally about 5 meters, but could be as short as requiring that the
external assembly 20 contact the skin of the subject and up to
10 meters, or more. Sampling of the brain activity is typically
carried out at a sampling rate above about 200 Hz, and pref
erably between about 200 Hz and about 1000 Hz, and most
preferably between about 400 Hz and about 512 Hz, but it
could be higher or lower, depending on the specific condition
being monitored, the Subject, and other factors. Each sample
of the subject's brain activity will typically contain between
about 8 bits per sample and about 32 bits per sample, and
preferably between about 12 bits and 16 bits per sample. The
wireless communication link 18 may have an overall data
transfer rate between approximately 5 Kbits/sec and approxi
mately 500Kbits/sec, and preferably about approximately 50
kbits/sec. As can be appreciated, the over air data transfer rate
of the implanted assembly could be considerably higher (e.g.,
2 Mbits/sec), which would allow for a lower transmit duty
cycle which will result in power savings.
0.108 For example, if each communication transmission
to the external assembly includes one EEG sample per trans
mission, and the sample rate is 400 Hz and there are 16
bits/sample, the data transfer rate from the implantable
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assembly 14 to the external assembly 20 is at least about 6.4
Kbits/second/channel. If there are 16 channels, the total data
transfer rate for the wireless communication link 18 between

the implanted assembly 14 and the external assembly 20
would be about 102 Kbits/second.

0109 While substantially continuous sampling and trans
mission of brain activity is preferred, in alternative embodi
ments, it may be desirable to have the implantable assembly
14 sample the brain activity of the Subject in a non-continuous
basis or the sampling rate may vary over the period of moni
toring. In Such embodiments, the implantable assembly 14
may be configured to sample the brain activity signals peri
odically (e.g., a burst of sampling every 5 seconds) or aperi
odically. For example, it may be desirable to reduce or
increase the sampling rate when a Subject has gone to sleep.
0110. To enable the high data transfer rates of the present
invention, the wireless communication link 18 provided by
the communication Sub-assembly 46 is typically in the form
of an electromagnetic radiofrequency communication link.
Conventional devices typically use a slower communication
link (e.g., that is designed for low data transfer rates and long
link access delays) and transmit data out on a non-continuous
basis. In contrast, the present invention uses a fast access
communication link that transmits Smallerbursts of data (e.g.,
single or small number of EEG samples from each of the
channels at a time) on a Substantially continuous basis so as to
allow for substantially real-time analysis of the EEG data.
The radiofrequency used to transfer data between the
implantable assembly 14 and external assembly 20 is at a
frequency typically between 13.56 MHz and 10 GHz, pref
erably between about 900 MHz and about 2.4 GHz, more
preferably at about 2.4 GHz, or between about 900 MHz and
about 928 MHz. One potentially useful communication sub
assembly is a 900 MHz ISM telemetry transmitter. If it is
desired to avoid FCC regulations, it may be desirable to use
telemetry at low frequency, such as below 9 Khz.
0111. As can be appreciated, while the aforementioned
frequencies are the preferred frequencies, the present inven
tion is not limited to Such frequencies and other frequencies
that are higher and lower may also be used. For example, it
may be desirable us use the MICS (Medical Implant Com
munication Service band) that is between 402-405 MHz to
facilitate the communication link.

0112. In order to facilitate data transmission from the
implanted assembly 14 to the external assembly 20, the anten
nas 47 and 62 of the implantable assembly 14 and external
assembly 14, respectively, must be maintained in communi
cation range of each other. The frequency used for the wire
less communication link has a direct bearing on the commu
nication range. Typically, the communication range is
typically at least one foot, preferably between about one foot
and about twenty feet, and more preferably between about six
feet and sixteen feet. As can be appreciated, however, the
present invention is not limited to Such communication
ranges, and larger or Smaller communication ranges may be
used. For example, if an inductive communication link is
used, the communication range will be smaller than the afore
mentioned range; but if higher frequencies are used, the com
munication range may be larger than twenty feet.
0113. While not illustrated in FIGS. 1 to 4, the systems 10
of the present invention may also make use of conventional or
proprietary forward error correction (“FEC’) methods to con
trol errors and ensure the integrity of the data transmitted
from the implantable assembly 14 to the external assembly
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20. Such forward error correction methods may include such
conventional implementations such as cyclic redundancy
check (“CRC), checksums, or the like.
0114. In some situations, instead of a wireless link
between the implanted assembly 14 and the external assem
bly 20, it may be desirable to have a wire running from the
subject-worn data collection assembly 20 to an interface (not
shown) that could directly link up to the implanted assembly
14 that is positioned below the subject's skin. For example,
the interface may take the form of a magnetically attached
transducer, as with cochlear implants. This could enable
higher rates of data transmission between the implanted
assembly 14 and the external assembly 20.
0115 FIG. 5 illustrates a simplified embodiment of exter
nal assembly 20. For example, in alternative embodiments the
functionality performed by a single Sub-assembly shown in
FIG. 5 may be embodied in multiple sub-assemblies, and/or
the functionality carried out by multiple sub-assemblies of
FIG.5 may be combined into a single sub-assembly. Further
more, other embodiments of the external assembly 20 may
have additional functionalities not illustrated, while other

embodiments may not have all of the functionality and/or
electronic components that are illustrated in FIG. 5. External
assembly 20 is typically portable and comprises a housing 60
that is of a size that allows for storage in a purse or pocket of
the subject. The handheld housing 60 typically has a form
factor of a MP3 player (e.g., Apple ipod), cellular phone,
personal digital assistant (PDA), pager, or the like. In some
embodiments, the components of the external assembly 20
may be integrated within a housing of Such consumer elec
tronics devices.

0116 FIGS. 6, 7, and 8 illustrate alternative embodiments
of external assembly 20.
0117 The illustrated external assembly shows a user inter
face 72 that includes a variety of indicators for providing
system status and alerts to the subject. User interface 72 may
include one or more indicators 101 that indicate the subject's
brain state. In the illustrated embodiment, the output includes
light indicators 101 (for example, LEDs) that comprise one or
more (e.g., preferably two or more) discrete outputs that
differentiate between a variety of different brain states. In the
illustrated embodiment, the brain state indicators 101 include

ared light 103, yellow/blue light 105, and agreenlight 107 for
indicating the subject's different brain states (described more
fully below). In some configurations the lights may be solid,
blink or provide different sequences of flashing to indicate
different brain states. If desired, the light indicators may also
include an “alert” or “information light 109 that is separate
from the brain state indicators so as to minimize the potential
confusion by the subject.
0118. External assembly 20 may also include a liquid
crystal display (“LCD) 111 or other display for providing
system status outputs to the subject. The LCD 111 generally
displays the system components status and prompts for the
subject. For example, as shown in FIG. 7, LCD 111 can
display indicators, in the form of text or icons, such as, for
example, implantable device battery strength 113, external
assembly battery strength 115, and signal strength 117
between the implantable device and the external assembly 20.
If desired, the LCD may also display the algorithm output
(e.g., brain state indication) and the user interface 72 may not
require the separate brain state indicator(s) 101. The output
on the LCD is preferably continuous, but in some embodi
ments may appear only upon the occurrence of an event or
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change of the system status and/or the LCD may enter a sleep
mode until the subject activates a user input. LCD 111 is also
shown including a clock 119, audio status 121 (icon shows
PAD is muted), and character display 123 for visual text alerts
to the Subject—such as an estimated time to seizure or an
estimated “contra-ictal time. While not shown in FIG. 7, the

LCD 111 may also indicate the amount of free memory
remaining on the memory card.

(0119 FIGS. 8-8, illustrate a variety of different views of
8, are two alternative top plan views of the external assembly.
FIGS. 8 and 8 are opposing side views. FIG. 8 is a back
view. FIG. 8, is a front view. FIG. 8 is a bottom view. The
another embodiment of the external assembly. FIGS. 8, and

illustrated embodiment of FIGS. 8 is a pager-style external
assembly that may be carried on a clip (not shown) that may
be used to couple the external assembly to the subject's belt or
bag. The typical dimensions of this embodiment of the exter
nal assembly are typically 1.00"x2.50"x3.50", but may be
larger or Smaller as desired.
0120 Similar to the other embodiments, the external
assembly of FIGS. 8 comprise a plurality of user inputs 131,
133, 135, brain state indicators 101 and outputs that indicate
a state of the system (e.g., LCD 111). As shown in FIG. 8, the
LCD may comprise a plurality of different icons on the LCD
111 to indicate the state of the system. For example, the
illustrated embodiment includes an external assembly battery
indicator 115, implanted device battery indicator 113, telem
etry signal strength indicator 117, volume indicator 121, and
a memory card status indicator 6. To differentiate between the
implanted device system state and external assembly system
state, it may be desirable to provide a physical separation 7
between the icons. The physical separation element 7 could
be a physical barrier that overlays the LCD, two separate
LCDs that are spaced from each other, or simply a discernable
separation between icons on the LCD.
0121. The LCD 111 and brain state indicators 101 are
typically viewable by the subject when it is attached to the
Subject's belt. As such, the Subject need only glance down
onto the top surface of the PAD when an audible or tactile
indication is provided that indicates a Subject's brain state or
change thereof.
0122. In the embodiment of FIG. 8, the brain state indi
cators 103,105,107 may be positioned along the junction of
the top surface and front surface so as to be viewable from
multiple angles. In another embodiment shown in FIG. 8,
either in addition to the brain state indicators 103,105,107 on

the front surface (FIG. 8) or as an alternative to the brain state

indicator on the front Surface, the top Surface may have brain
state indicators 103", 105", 107" that are viewable from the top
surface. In the embodiment shown in 8, the brain state indi
cators 103", 105", 107" on the top surface may be different
colored and different shaped to further differentiate between
the different brain states. In both embodiments of FIGS. 8
and 8, the acknowledgement input 135 may be positioned
along a top surface of the external assembly so that the
acknowledgement input 135 is readily accessible to the sub
ject when the brain state indicator 101 is activated.
0123. The front surface of the external assembly may also
comprise a door 9 that houses the removable data card an
on/off input button (not shown). When opened, the subject
may replace the full (or defective) data card with a new card.
Alternatively, if the subject desires to turn on or off the exter
nal assembly, the Subject may activate the on/off input. Typi
cally, the subject will keep the external assembly on at all
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times, but in instances which require the external assembly to
be off (e.g., on an airplane), the Subject may have the ability
to turn off the external assembly and stop the transmission of
the data signal from the implanted device—which may help
to conserve battery power of the external assembly and
implanted device.
0.124 Referring again to FIG. 6, external assembly 20 may
also include a speaker 125 and a pre-amp circuit to provide
audio outputs to the Subject (e.g., beeps, tones, music,
recorded Voice alerts, etc.) that may indicate brain state or
system status to the subject. User interface 72 may also
include a vibratory output device 127 and a vibration motor
drive 129 to provide a tactile alert to the subject, which may be
used separately from or in conjunction with the visual and
audio outputs provided to the subject. The vibratory output
device 127 is generally disposed within external assembly 20,
and is described in more detail below. Depending on the
desired configuration any of the aforementioned outputs may
be combined to provide information to the subject.
0.125. The external assembly 20 preferably comprises one
or more Subject inputs that allow the Subject to provide inputs
to the external assembly. In the illustrated embodiment, the
inputs comprise one or more physical inputs (e.g., buttons
131, 133, 135) and an audio input (in the form of a micro
phone 137 and a pre-amp circuit).
0.126 Similar to conventional cellular phones, the inputs
131, 133, 135 may be used to toggle between the different
types of outputs provided by the external assembly. For
example, the subject can use buttons 133 to choose to be
notified by tactile alerts such as vibration rather than audio
alerts (if, for example, a subject is in a movie theater). Or the
subject may wish to turn the alerts off altogether (if, for
example, the Subject is going to sleep). In addition to choos
ing the type of alert, the Subject can choose the characteristics
of the type of alert. For example, the subject can set the audio
tone alerts to a low volume, medium Volume, or to a high
Volume.

I0127. Some embodiments of the external assembly 20 will
allow for recording audio. Such as Voice data. A dedicated
voice recording user input 131 may be activated to allow for
voice recording. In preferred embodiments, the voice record
ing may be used as an audio Subject seizure diary. Sucha diary
may be used by the subject to record when a seizure has
occurred, when an aura or prodrome has occurred, when a
medication has been taken, to record Subject's sleep state,
stress level, etc. Such voice recordings may be time stamped
and stored in data storage of the external assembly and may be
transferred along with recorded EEG signals to the physi
cian's computer. Such voice recordings may thereafter be
overlaid over the EEG signals and used to interpret the sub
ject's EEG signals and improve the training of the Subject's
customized algorithm, if desired.
I0128. The one or more inputs may also be used to
acknowledge system status alerts and/or brain state alerts. For
example, if the external assembly provides an output that
indicates a change in brain state, one or more of the LEDs 101
may blink, the vibratory output may be produced, and/or an
audio alert may be generated. In order to turn off the audio
alert, turn off the vibratory alert and/or to stop the LEDs from
blinking, the Subject may be required to acknowledge receiv
ing the alert by actuating one of the user inputs (e.g., button
135).
I0129. While the external assembly is shown having inputs
131, 133, 135, any number of inputs may be provided on the
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external assembly. For example, in one alternate embodi
ment, the external assembly may comprise only two input
buttons. The first input button may be a universal button that
may be used to scroll through output mode options. A second
input button may be dedicated to voice recording. When an
alert is generated by the external assembly, either of the two
buttons may be used to acknowledge and deactivate the alert.
In other embodiments, however, there may be a dedicated
user input for acknowledging the alerts.
0130. External assembly 20 may comprise a main proces
sor 139 and a complex programmable logic device (CPLD)
141 that control much of the functionality of the external
assembly. In the illustrated configuration, the main processor
and/or CPLD 141 control the outputs displayed on the LCD
111, generates the control signals delivered to the vibration
device 127 and speaker 125, and receives and processes the
signals from buttons 131, 133, 135, microphone 137, and a
real-time clock 149. The real-time clock 149 may generate
the timing signals that are used with the various components
of the system.
0131 The main processor may also manage a data storage
device151, provides redundancy for a digital signal processor
143 (“DSP), and manage the telemetry circuit 147 and a
charge circuit 153 for a power source, such as a battery 155.
0132) While main processor 139 is illustrated as a single
processor, the main processor may comprise a plurality of
separate microprocessors, application specific integrated cir
cuits (ASIC), or the like. Furthermore, one or more of the
microprocessors 139 may include multiple cores for concur
rently processing a plurality of data streams.
0133. The CPLD 141 may act as a watchdog to the main
processor 139 and the DSP 143 and may flash the LCD 111
and brain state indicators 101 if an erroris detected in the DSP

143 or main processor 139. Finally, the CPLD 141 controls
the reset lines for the main microprocessor 139 and DSP 143.
0134. A telemetry circuit 147 and antenna may be dis
posed in the PAD 10 to facilitate one-way or two-way data
communication with the implanted device. The telemetry
circuit 147 may be an off the shelf circuit or a custom manu
factured circuit. Data signals received from the implanted
device by the telemetry circuit 147 may thereafter be trans
mitted to at least one of the DSP 143 and the main processor
139 for further processing.
0135. The DSP 143 and DRAM 145 receive the incoming
data stream from the telemetry circuit 147 and/or the incom
ing data stream from the main processor 139. The brain state
algorithms process the data (for example, EEG data) and
estimate the subject's brain state, and are preferably executed
by the DSP 143 in the PAD. In other embodiments, however,
the brain state algorithms may be implemented in the
implanted device, and the DSP may be used to generate the
communication to the Subject based on the data signal from
the algorithms in the implanted device.
0136. The main processor 139 is also in communication
with the data storage device 151. The data storage device 151
preferably has at least about 7 GB of memory so as to be able
to store data from about 8 channels at a sampling rate of
between about 200 Hz and about 1000 Hz. With such param
eters, it is estimated that the 7 GB of memory will be able to
store at least about 1 week of subject data. Of course, as the
parameters (e.g., number of channels, sampling rate, etc.) of
the data monitoring change, so will the length of recording
that may be achieved by the data storage device 151. Further
more, as memory capacity increases, it is contemplated that
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the data storage device will be larger (e.g., 10 GB or more, 20
GB or more, 50GB or more, 100 GB or more, etc.). Examples
of some useful types of data storage device include a remov
able secure digital card or a USB flash key, preferably with a
secure data format.

0.137 “Subject data” may include one or more of raw
analog or digital EEG signals, compressed and/or encrypted
EEG signals or other physiological signals, extracted features
from the signals, classification outputs from the algorithms,
etc. The data storage device 151 can be removed when full
and read in card reader 157 associated with the subject's
computer and/or the physician's computer. If the data card is
full, (1) the subsequent data may overwrite the earliest stored
data or (2) the subsequent data may be processed by the DSP
143 to estimate the subject's brain state (but not stored on the
data card). While preferred embodiments of the data storage
device 151 are removable, other embodiments of the data

storage device may comprise a non-removable memory, Such
as FLASH memory, a hard drive, a microdrive, or other con
ventional or proprietary memory technology. Data retrieval
off of such data storage devices 151 may be carried out
through conventional wired or wireless transfer methods.
0.138. The power source used by the external assembly
may comprise any type of conventional or proprietary power
Source. Such as a non-rechargeable or rechargeable battery
155. If a rechargeable battery is used, the battery is typically
a medical grade battery of chemistries Such as a lithium
polymer (LiPo), lithium ion (Li-Ion), or the like. The
rechargeable battery 155 will be used to provide the power to
the various components of the external assembly through a
power bus (not shown). The main processor 139 may be
configured to control the charge circuit 153 that controls
recharging of the battery 155.
0.139. In addition to being able to communicate with the
implanted device, the external assembly may have the ability
to communicate wirelessly with a remote device—such as a
server, database, physician's computer, manufacturer's com
puter, or a caregiver advisory device (all of which can be
herein referred to as “CAD). In the exemplary embodiment,
the external assembly may comprise a communication
assembly (not shown) in communication with the main pro
cessor 139 that facilitates the wireless communication with

the remote device. The communication assembly may be a
conventional component that is able to access a wireless
cellular network, pager network, wifi network, or the like, so
as to be able to communicate with the remote device. The

wireless signal could be transfer of data, an instant message,
an email, a phone call, or the like.
0140. In one particular embodiment, the external assem
bly is able to deliver a signal through the communication
assembly that is received by the CAD so as to inform the
caregiver of the Subject's brain state or change in brain state.
The CAD would allow the caregiver to be away from the
subject (and give the subject independence), while still allow
ing the caregiver to monitor the Subject's brain state and
susceptibility for seizure. Thus, if the subject's brain state
indicates a high Susceptibility for a seizure or the occurrence
of a seizure, the caregiver would be notified via the CAD, and
the caregiver could facilitate an appropriate treatment to the
Subject (e.g., Small dosage of an antiepileptic drug, make the
Subject safe, etc.). A signal may be provided to the caregiver
only if the subject has a high susceptibility for a seizure or if
a seizure is detected, or it may provide the same indications
that are provided to the subject.
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0141. In yet other embodiments, the communication
assembly could be used to inform the caregiver that there is a
communication error between the Subject's implanted assem
bly and external assembly, so as to indicate that the Subject is
not being properly monitored and advised. Such a communi
cation would allow the caregiver to intervene and/or inform
the Subject that they are not being monitored.
0142. In other embodiments, the communication assem
bly could be used to facilitate either real-time or non-real time
data transfer to the remote server or database. If there is real

time transfer of data, such a configuration could allow for
remote monitoring of the subject's brain state and/or EEG
signals. Non-real time transfer of data could expedite transfer
and analysis of the subject's recorded EEG data, extracted
features, or the like. Thus, instead of waiting to upload the
brain activity data from the Subject's data storage device,
when the Subject visits their physician, the physician may
have already had the opportunity to review and analyze the
subject's transferred brain activity data prior to the subject's
visit.

0143. The external assembly may be configured to per
form a self hardware/software test to detect system errors—
Such as power failures, Software failures, impedance change,
battery health of the implanted device and external assembly,
internal clock and Voltage reference, hardware (processors,
memory, and firmware) checks, or the like. The self test may
be performed periodically, upon initial startup, upon a system
reset, or some combination thereof. The system preferably
runs a self-test on the external assembly, implanted device,
electrode array and the communication links. The external
assembly may emit a tone and/or display information on the
LCD at the initiation of the self-test(s). If the external assem
bly, implanted device, electrode array and/or communication
link pass the self-test, the subject may be notified with an alert
indicating the respective devices passed the self-test. If any of
the components do not pass the self-test, the Subject can be
alerted with an output that indicates which component did not
pass (for example, an icon on the LCD representing the com
ponent which did not pass the test flashes). There may also be
an audio alert, such as a voice alert, that one or some of the

devices failed the test. The external assembly may also indi
cate these failures with information oralert light 109 (FIG. 7).
The system may then wait for input from the subject to
acknowledge the system failure(s) by depressing a button on
the external assembly (such as the “OK” button 135 in FIG.
6), which indicates the user is aware of the alert. Additionally
or alternatively, there may be a text display on the LCD
notifying the Subject to contact the manufacturer or physician
to receive further instructions.

0144. The external assembly may be configured to be
toggled between two or more different modes of operation. In
one embodiment, the physician may toggle the external
assembly between three different modes of operations. Of
course, it should be appreciated that the external assembly
may have as little as one mode of operation, or more than
three different modes of operations.
0145. In one example, a first mode of operation of the
external assembly may be merely data collection, in which
data signals from the implanted device are stored in the data
storage 151 of the external assembly. In such a mode, the user
interface 72 may be modified to only provide system status
indications to the subject via the LCD 111, and the brain state
indicators 101 may be temporarily disabled.
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0146 In a second mode of operation, after the brain state
algorithms have been trained on the Subject's data that was
collected during the first mode of operation, the brain state
algorithms may be implemented to process Substantially real
time data signals and the brain state indicators 101 may be
enabled so as to inform the subject of their substantially
real-time brain state.

0.147. In a third mode of operation, it may be desirable to
only receive and process the data signals from the implanted
device, but no longer store the Substantially continuous data
signals in a memory of the external assembly. For example, if
the brain state algorithms are performing as desired, the brain
data signals from the implanted device will not have to be
stored and analyzed. Consequently, the Subject would not
have to periodically replace the data card as frequently. How
ever, it may still be desirable to store the data signals that
immediately precede and follow any detected seizure. Con
sequently, in the third mode such seizure data signals may
optionally be stored.
0.148. As noted above, in some embodiments the system
comprises one or more brain state algorithms. In one embodi
ment, the brain state algorithms embodied in the present
invention will generally characterize the subject's brain state
as either “Low Susceptibility,” “Unknown.” “Elevated Sus
ceptibility” or “Detection.” It is intended that these are meant
to be exemplary categories and are in no way to be limiting
and additional brain states or fewer brain state indicators may
be provided. There may be different types of algorithms
which are configured to characterize the brain state into more
or less discrete states. "Contra-ictal' generally means that
brain activity indicates that the subject has a low susceptibil
ity to transition to an ictal state and/or a pro-ictal state for an
upcoming period of time (for example, 60 minutes to 90
minutes). This is considered positive information and no user
lifestyle action is required. A pro-ictal state generally means
that the algorithm(s) in the PAD are determining that the
subject has an elevated susceptibility for a seizure (possibly
within a specified time period). A “detection' state generally
means that brain activity indicates that the Subject has already
transitioned into an ictal state (e.g., occurrence of an electro
graphic seizure) or that there is an imminent clinical seizure.
User actions should be focused on safety and comfort. An
“unknown” state generally means the current type of brain
activity being monitored does not fit within the known bound
aries of the algorithms and/or that the brain activity does not
fit within the contra-ictal state, pro-ictal state, or ictal state.
Therefore no evaluation can be reliably made. “Unknown
can also indicate there has been a change in the status of the
brain activity and while the subject does not have an elevated
Susceptibility and no seizure has been detected, it is not pos
sible to reliable tell the subject that they may not transition
into an ictal state and/or pro-ictal state for a period of time.
This state is considered cautionary and requires some cau
tionary action Such as limiting exposure to risk. The two
different types of “unknown may have separate brain state
indicators, or they may be combined into a single brain state
indicator, or the user interface may not provide the
“unknown state to the subject at all.
014.9 The external assembly preferably comprises visual
indicators, such as LEDs, notifying the subject of the deter
mined brain state. In one preferred embodiments, the visual
indicators for the brain state alerts will comprise a green,
yellow/blue, and red lights. The green light will be illumi
nated when the PAD determines that the brain state is in a
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“low susceptibility to seizure' state. The yellow or blue light
will be illuminated when the subject is in an “unknown” state.
The PAD will emit a solid red light when the subject is in the
“high susceptibility’ state. The PAD will emit a blinking red
light when the subject is in the “detection' state. The light
colors or number of light indicators are not intended to be
limiting. Any color may be used. It may be desirable to
include additional lights or colors (e.g., orange) to further
delineate the subject's estimated condition. In yet other
embodiments, it may be desirable to display only agreenlight
and red light.
0150. Further exemplary details of external assembly 20
can be found in U.S. application Ser. No. 60/952,463, filed
Jul. 27, 2007, the disclosure of which is incorporated by
reference herein in its entirety.
0151 FIG. 9 illustrates an exemplary simplified method
embodied by the present invention. In use, the implantable
assembly 14 Samples the brain activity signals with the active
contacts on the electrode array 12 (step 80). The sampled
brain activity signals are transmitted to the implantable
assembly 14 over leads 16 (but this can also be done wire
lessly). The implantable assembly 14 may then pre-process
the sampled brain activity signals as desired (step 82), and
then use the communication Sub-assembly to transmit a Sub
stantially continuous wireless RF signal to the external
assembly 20 that is encoded with EEG data (step 84). The RF
signal emitted by the internal assembly 14 is received by an
antenna in the external assembly, and the RF signal is decoded
to extract the EEG data (step 86). The sampled EEG data may
thereafter be stored in a memory of the external assembly 20
(step 88). Rather than storing the data in a memory in the
external assembly (step 88), the data can also be transmitted
to a remote device in Substantial real time without storage in
the external assembly.
0152. In preferred embodiments, the wireless signal is
transmitted Substantially immediately after sampling of the
EEG signal to allow for substantially continuous real-time
transfer of the subject's EEG data to the external assembly 20.
In alternate embodiments, however, the RF signal with the
encoded EEG data may be temporarily buffered in an internal
memory 52 (FIG. 4) of the implanted assembly 14 and the
communication transmission to the external assembly 20 may
be delayed by any desired time period and Such transmissions
may include the buffered EEG data and/or a real-time
sampled EEG data.
0153. Instead of sending large packets of stored data with
each RF communication transmission, the methods and

devices of the present invention Substantially continuously
sample physiological signals from the Subject and communi
cate in real-time Small bits of data during each RF signal
communication to the external assembly. Of course, for
embodiments in which real-time data transfer is not needed, it

may be desirable to transmit larger packets of data to the
external assembly 20 using the communication link, and Such
a communication protocol is also encompassed by the present
invention.

0154 As noted above, the data signals that are wirelessly
transmitted from implanted assembly 14 may be encrypted so
as to help ensure the privacy of the subject's data prior to
transmission to the external assembly 20. Alternatively, the
data signals may be transmitted to the external assembly 20
with unencrypted EEG data, and the EEG data may be
encrypted prior to the storage of the EEG data in the memory
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of external assembly 20 or prior to transfer of the stored EEG
data to the local computer workstation 22 or remote server 26.
0155 The download of brain activity data may be manu
ally carried out by the subject or automatically initiated by a
component of system 10. After a time period of collecting
EEG data (e.g., one day to one week, one week to two weeks,
two weeks to one month, etc.), the external assembly 20 may
be manually put in communication with a local computer
workstation 22 through either a wireless link or wired link to
download the stored data to a memory of the local computer
workstation 22. For example, in one embodiment, a wired
USB 2.0 connection (improvements thereof or other conven
tional interface) may be used to upload the stored EEG data to
the local computer workstation 22. Alternatively, instead of
downloading the data directly to a local or remote computer
workstation 22, 26, the data may be downloaded to a portable
hard drive or flash drive for temporary storage. In such
embodiments, the drive may thereafter be brought or deliv
ered into the physician's office for download and analysis.
0156 Furthermore, as shown in FIG. 1, the communica
tion sub-assembly of external assembly 20 may have the
capability to continuously or periodically communicate wire
lessly with a broadband, high speed communication network
24 Such as a cellular network, pager network, the Internet
(Wifi, WiMAX), or the like, to automatically and wirelessly
transmit the stored and/or real-time data over the network 24

to a remote server (not shown) or remote computer worksta
tion 26.

(O157 For example, the local computer workstation 22 (or
remote computer workstation 26) may periodically command
the external assembly to upload the data from the memory of
the external assembly, or the external assembly may be pro
grammed to automatically upload the EEG data according to
a predetermined schedule or upon reaching a threshold level
memory usage. By incrementally downloading days or weeks
of stored brain activity data periodically, the subject's physi
cian may be able to start analysis of the brain activity data and
possibly complete the analysis of the long term data prior to
the Subject going to the physician's office. If a Subject were to
bring in a week or month of stored brain activity data for
analysis by the physician, the Subject would have to wait
hours, days or even weeks for the analysis of the data to be
completed. Consequently, instead of waiting for the analysis,
analysis of the data may be substantially completed and
therapy or diagnosis decisions may be made prior to the office
visit and the subject would be able to immediately implement
any changes or start therapy immediately after visiting the
office.

0158. Once implanted in the subject, the systems 10 of the
present invention may be used for a variety of different data
collection and monitoring purposes. For example, in one
usage the systems of the present invention may be used to
quantify seizure activity statistics for the Subject. Currently,
the most common method of quantifying a subject's seizure
activity is through Subjectself reporting using a seizure diary.
However, it has been estimated that up to 63% of all seizures
are missed by Subjects. Subject's missing the seizures are
usually caused by the Subjects being amnesic to the seizures,
unaware of the seizures, mentally incapacitated, the seizures
occur during sleep, or the like. FIG. 10 illustrates a simplified
method 90 of measuring a subject's seizure activity statistics.
At step 92, the electrode arrays 12, leads 16 (or can be wire
less), and implanted assembly 14 are implanted in the Subject.
At step 94, the implanted assembly is activated to substan
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tially continuously sample EEG signals from the Subject. At
step 96, the sampled EEG signals are wirelessly transmitted
from the implanted assembly 14 to an external assembly 20.
At step 98, the sampled EEG signals are stored in a
memory—either in the external assembly 20 or in one of the
computer workstations 22, 26. At step 100, the stored EEG
signals are manually analyzed by the physician and/or ana
lyzed with EEG analysis software, typically using a seizure
advisory algorithm(s) or spike detector, to derive statistics for
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Because AEDs are typically powerful neural Suppressants
and are associated with undesirable side-effects, the current

Seizure duration. How long do the seizures last?

methodology of assessing the efficacy of the AEDs often
keeps the subject on ineffective AEDs and exposes the subject
to unnecessary side-effects.
0.167 By way of example, a medically refractory subject
coming to an epilepsy center for the first time might first have
the system of the present invention implanted and then asked
to collect data for a prescribed time period, e.g., 30 days. The
initial 30 days could be used to establish a baseline measure
ment for future reference. The physician could then prescribe
an adjustment to the Subject's medications and have the Sub
ject collect data for another time period, e.g., an additional 30
day period. Metrics from this analysis could then be com
pared to the previous analysis to see if the adjustment to the
medications resulted in an improvement. If the improvement
was not satisfactory, the Subject can be taken off of the unsat
isfactory medication, and a new medication could be tried.
This process could continue until a satisfactory level of Sei
Zure control was achieved. The present invention provides a
metric that allows physicians and Subjects to make informed

Without medication and with medication? Without elec
trical stimulation and with electrical stimulation?

decisions on the effectiveness and non-effectiveness of the
medications.

0162 Seizure timing. When did the subject have the
seizure? Do the seizures occur more frequently at certain
times of the day?
0163 Seizure patterns—Is there a pattern to the sub
ject's seizures? After certain activities are performed?
What activities appear to trigger seizures for this par
ticular subject?
0164. Finally, at step 102, report generation software may
be used to generate a report based on the statistics for the
seizure activity. The report may include some or all of the
statistics described above, and may also include the EEG
signal(s) associated with one or more of the seizures. The
report may include text, graphs, charts, images, or a combi
nation thereof so as to present the information to the physician
and/or subject in an actionable format.
0.165. As noted above, the present invention enables the
quantification, documentation and long term monitoring of
Sub-clinical seizures in a subject. Because the Subject is

(0168 FIG. 11 schematically illustrates this method 110.
At step 114, the implantable assembly and external assembly
are used to monitor the subject's EEG to obtain a baseline
measurement for the Subject. The baseline measurement is
typically seizure activity statistics for a specific time period
(e.g., number of seizures, seizure duration, seizure pattern,
seizure frequency, etc.). It should be appreciated however,
that the baseline measurement may include any number of
types of metrics. For example, the baseline metric may

the clinical seizures and/or the sub-clinical seizures for the

subject based on the long-term, ambulatory EEG data. For
example, the following statistics may be quantified using the
present invention:
0159. Seizure count over a time period. How many
clinical and Sub-clinical seizures does the Subject have in
a specific time period?
0160 Seizure frequency—How frequent does the sub
ject have seizures? What is the seizure frequency with
out medication and with medication? Without electrical
stimulation and with electrical stimulation?

0.161

unaware of the occurrence of sub-clinical seizures, heretofore

the long term monitoring of Sub-clinical seizures was not
possible. Documentation of the Sub-clinical seizures may
further provide insight into the relationship between sub
clinical seizures and clinical seizures, may provide important
additional information relevant to the effectiveness of subject
therapy, and may further enhance the development of addi
tional treatments for epilepsy.
0166 FIG. 11 illustrates one exemplary method of how the
seizure activity data may be used to evaluate the efficacy or
clinical benefit of a current or potential therapy and allow for
the intelligent selection of an appropriate therapy for an indi
vidual Subject or stopping the usage of ineffective therapies.
Currently, effectiveness of the AED therapy is based on self
reporting of the Subject, in which the Subject makes entries in
a diary regarding the occurrence of their seizure(s). If the
entries in the Subject diary indicate a reduction in seizure
frequency, the AED is deemed to be effective and the subject
continues with some form of the current regimen of AEDs. If
the Subject entries in the Subject diary do not indicate a change
in seizure frequency, the AEDs are deemed to be ineffective,
and typically another AED is prescribed—and most often in
addition to the AED that was deemed to be ineffective.

include univariate, bivariate, or multivariate features that are

extracted from the EEG, or the like. In one preferred embodi
ment, the baseline measurement is performed while the sub
ject is not taking any AEDs or using any other therapy. In
other embodiments, however, the Subject may be taking one
or more AEDs and the baseline measurement will be used to

evaluate adjustments to dosage or other add-on therapies.
0169. At step 116, the therapy that is to be evaluated is
commenced. The therapy will typically be an AED and the
Subject will typically have instructions from the neurologist,
epileptologist, or drug-manufacturer regarding the treatment
regimen for the AED. The treatment regimen may be constant
(e.g., one pill a day) throughout the evaluation period, or the
treatment regimen may call for varying of some parameter of
the therapy (e.g., three pills a day for the first week, two pills
a day for the second week, one pill a day for the third week,
etc.) during the evaluation period. During the evaluation
period, the implantable assembly and external assembly will
be used to Substantially continuously sample the Subject's
EEG. The sampled EEG may thereafter be processed to
obtain a follow-up measurement for the subject (Step 118). If
the baseline measurement was seizure statistics for the base

line time period, then the follow-up measurement will be the
corresponding seizure statistics for the evaluation period. At
step 120, the baseline measurement is compared to the fol
low-up measurement to evaluate the therapy. If the compari
son indicates that the therapy did not significantly change the
Subject's baseline, the therapy may be stopped, and other
therapies may be tried.
0170 Currently, the primary metric in evaluating the effi
cacy of an AED is whether or not the AED reduces the
Subject's seizure count. In addition to seizure count, the sys
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tems of the present invention would be able to track any
reduction in seizure duration, modification in seizure pat
terns, reduction in seizure frequency, or the like. While sei
Zure count is important, because the present invention is able
to provide much greater detail than just seizure count, efficacy
of an AED may be measured using a combination of addi
tional metrics, if desired. For example, if the subject was
having a large number of Sub-clinical seizures, spike bursts,
or other epileptiform activity (which the subject was not
aware of) and the AED was effective in reducing or stopping
the Sub-clinical seizures, the systems of the present invention
would be able to provide metrics for such a situation. With
conventional subject diary “metrics, the subject and physi
cian would not be aware of such a reduction, and Such an AED

would be determined to be non-efficacious for the subject.
However, because the present invention is able to provide
metrics for the Sub-clinical seizures, the efficacious medica
tion could be continued.

0171 At step 122, the epileptologist or neurologist may
decide to change one or more parameters of the therapy. For
example, they may change a dosage, frequency of dosage,
form of the therapy or the like, and thereafter repeat the
follow-up analysis for the therapy with the changed param
eter. After the “second follow up measurement is complete,
the second follow up data may be obtained and thereafter
compared to the “first follow up measurements and/or the
baseline measurements.

0172 Ofcourse, the therapy is not limited to AED therapy.
Therapies that can be assessed by the present invention can
include cooling therapy, electrical stimulation (such as vagus
nerve stimulation, deep brain stimulation, cortical stimula
tion), or the like. The present invention may be used to Screen
the Subject's for determining appropriate therapy for their
condition and/or to determine the appropriate parameters for
the selected therapy.
0173. In addition to evaluating an efficacy of a therapy for
an individual subject, the metrics that are provided by the
present invention also enable an intelligent titration of a Sub
ject's medications. As shown in FIG. 12, if the subject is on a
treatment regimen of an efficacious therapy, the present
invention may be used to reduce/titrate a dosage or frequency
of intake of the AED (or AEDs) 130. Typically, the subject
will already be on a treatment regimen of the efficacious
therapy, but if not, the efficacious therapy is commenced with
the prescribed parameters, e.g., “standard dosage (Step
134). At step 136, the subject's EEG (and/or other physiologi
cal signal) is monitored for a desired time period to obtain a
first Subject data measurement for the Subject (e.g., the base
line measurement). Similar to previous embodiments, the
first Subject data measurement may be any desired metrics,
but will typically be selected from clinical seizure frequency,
clinical seizure duration, Sub-clinical seizure frequency, Sub
clinical seizure duration, medication side effects. At step 138,
after the baseline measurement has been taken, the first effi

cacious therapy is stopped and a therapy with at least one
changed parameter is started (referred to as “therapy with
second parameters' in FIG. 12). Typically, the changed
parameter will be a reduction in dosage, but it could be chang
ing a frequency of the same dosage, a change in formulation
or form of the same AED, or the like.

0.174. At step 140, the subject's EEG is monitored and
processed to obtain a second Subject data measurement for
the Subject (e.g., follow-up data measurement). If the neu
rologist or epileptologist is satisfied with the results, the titra
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tion may end. But in many embodiments, the titration process
will require more than one modification of parameters of the
therapy. In Such embodiments, the second therapy is stopped

(step 142), and a therapy with N' parameters (e.g., third,

fourth, fifth . . . ) is commenced (step 144). Monitoring and
processing of the Subject's EEG signals are repeated (step
146), and the process is repeated a desired number of times (as
illustrated by arrow 147). Once the desired numbers of modi
fications to the therapy have been made, the various subject
data measurements may be analyzed and compared to each
other to determine the most desirous parameters for the
therapy (step 148).
0.175 With the instrumentation provided by the present
invention, the process of selecting appropriate AEDs and the
dosages of Such AEDs could occur much faster and with
much greater insight than ever before. Further, the chance of
a subject remaining on an incremental AED that was provid
ing little incremental benefit would be minimized. Once a
Subject was under control, the Subject could cease the use of
the system, but the implantable assembly could remain. In the
future, the Subject might be asked to use the system again
should their condition change.
(0176). In addition to or as an alternative to the above data
collection uses, the systems 10 of the present invention may
be used to analyze EEG data substantially in real-time and
provide an output to the Subject and/or provide a therapy to
the subject based on the analysis of the EEG data. In preferred
embodiments, the systems of the present invention may be
used as seizure advisory systems that measure the subject’s
susceptibility to a seizure and/or to detect the onset of the
seizure prior to the clinical manifestation of the seizure and
provide an appropriate warning to the Subject.
0177. The platform of system 10 used for data collection
(described above) and the system used for determining the
Subject's Susceptibility for having a seizure will generally
have the same general components, so that the same system
may be used for both data collection and advising of Suscep
tibility to seizure. However, when the system is used for data
collection during a training period, the algorithms that deter
mine the Subject's Susceptibility of having a seizure may be
disabled or not yet programmed in the system so as to not be
accessible to the Subject. If and when seizure advising is
desired. Such algorithms may be enabled and/or added into
the system.
0.178 For example, EEG data may be collected as noted
above. The collected EEG data may be analyzed off-line (e.g.,
in a separate computer, such as workstation 22) and, if
desired, algorithms may be customized or otherwise tuned to
the subject specific EEG data. Thereafter, the parameters of
the disabled algorithm(s) may be modified or the entire tuned
algorithm may be uploaded to a memory of system 10 and the
aspects of the system relevant to seizure advising may be
enabled. Finally, the seizure advising functionality in the
system 10 may be enabled and used by the subject in real-time
on a Substantially continuous basis.
0179 FIG. 13 illustrates an embodiment of the seizure
advisory system in which the electrode array 12 includes at
least one depth electrode array, but otherwise contains similar
components as the system of FIG. 1. Typically, the depth
electrode will be only for sampling EEG signals, but as will be
described below, the electrode arrays 12 may be used to
deliver electrical stimulation directly to the brain. The system
10 shown in FIGS. 1 and 13 will include algorithms that
process the EEG in substantially real-time to determine the
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subject's susceptibility for having a seizure. When a high
susceptibility to a seizure is determined, a user interface of the
external assembly 20 will provide an output to the subject that
is indicative of the high susceptibility to the seizure. In the
illustrated embodiment, the output to the subject may be a
visual display on the LCD, a light display on the LED, a
vibratory signal, and/or an audio output, etc., as described
above.

0180 FIG. 14 depicts an example of the overall structure
of a system for performing Substantially real-time assessment
of the subject's brain activity and for determining the com
munication output that is provided to the Subject. The system
may comprise one or more algorithms or modules that pro
cess input data 162. The algorithms may take a variety of
different forms, but typically comprises one or more feature
extractors 164a, 164b, 165 and at least one classifier 166 and
167. The embodiment illustrated in FIG. 14 shows a contra

ictal algorithm 163 and a pro-ictal algorithm 161 which share
at least some of the same feature extractors 164a and 164b. In

alternative embodiments, however, the algorithms used in the
system may use exactly the same feature extractors or com
pletely different feature extractors.
0181. The input data 162 is typically EEG, but may com
prise representations of physiological signals obtained from
monitoring a subject and may comprise any one or combina
tion of the aforementioned physiological signals from the
Subject. The input data may be in the form of analog signal
data or digital signal data that has been converted by way of an
analog to digital converter (not shown). The signals may also
be amplified, preprocessed, and/or conditioned to filter out
spurious signals or noise. For purposes of simplicity the input
data of all of the preceding forms is referred to hereinas input
data 162. In one preferred embodiment, the input data com
prises between about 1 channel and about 64 channels of EEG
from the subject.
0182. The input data 162 from the selected physiological
signals is Supplied to the one or more feature extractors 164a.
164b, 165. Feature extractor 164a, 164b, 165 may be, for
example, a set of computer executable instructions stored on
a computer readable medium, or a corresponding instantiated
object or process that executes on a computing device. Cer
tain feature extractors may also be implemented as program
mable logic or as circuitry. In general, feature extractors
164a, 164b, 165 can process data 162 and identify some
characteristic of interest in the data 162. Such a characteristic
of the data is referred to herein as an extracted feature.

0183 Each feature extractor 164a, 164b, 165 may be
univariate (operating on a single input data channel), bivariate
(operating on two data channels), or multivariate (operating
on multiple data channels). Some examples of potentially
useful characteristics to extract from signals for use in deter
mining the Subject's propensity for a neurological event,
includebut are not limited to, bandwidth limited power (alpha
band 8-13 Hz, beta band 13-18 Hz, delta band 0.1-4 Hz,
theta band 4-8 Hz, low beta band 12-15 Hz, mid-beta band
15-18 Hz, high beta band 18-30 Hz, gamma band 30-48
Hz, high frequency power >48 Hz, bands with octave or
half-octave spacings, wavelets, etc.), second, third and fourth
(and higher) statistical moments of the EEG amplitudes or
other features, spectral edge frequency, decorrelation time,
Hjorth mobility (HM), Hjorth complexity (HC), the largest
Lyapunov exponent L(max), effective correlation dimension,
local flow, entropy, loss of recurrence LR as a measure of
non-stationarity, mean phase coherence, conditional prob
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ability, brain dynamics (synchronization or desynchroniza
tion of neural activity, STLmax, T-index, angular frequency,
and entropy), line length calculations, first, second and higher
derivatives of amplitude or other features, integrals, and
mathematical linear and non-linear operations including but
not limited to addition, Subtraction, division, multiplication
and logarithmic operations. Of course, for other neurological
conditions, additional or alternative characteristic extractors

may be used with the systems described herein.
0.184 The extracted characteristics can be supplied to the
one or more classifiers 166, 167. Like the feature extractors

164a, 164b, 165, each classifier 166, 167 may be, for
example, a set of computer executable instructions stored on
a computer readable medium or a corresponding instantiated
object or process that executes on a computing device. Cer
tain classifiers may also be implemented as programmable
logic or as circuitry.
0185. The classifiers 166, 167 analyze one or more of the
extracted characteristics, and either alone or in combination

with each other (and possibly other Subject dependent param
eters), provide a result 168 that may characterize, for
example, a subject's condition. The output from the classifiers
may then be used to determine the subject's susceptibility for
having a seizure, which can determine the output communi
cation that is provided to the Subject regarding their condition.
As described above, the classifiers 166, 167 are trained by
exposing them to training measurement vectors, typically
using Supervised methods for known classes, e.g. ictal, and
unsupervised methods as described above for classes that
can’t be identified apriori, e.g. contra-ictal. Some examples of
classifiers include k-nearest neighbor (“KNN), linear or
non-linear regression, Bayesian, mixture models based on
Gaussians or other basis functions, neural networks, and Sup
port vector machines (“SVM). Each classifier 166, 167 may
provide a variety of output results, such as a logical result or
a weighted result. The classifiers 166, 167 may be customized
for the individual Subject and may be adapted to use only a
subset of the characteristics that are most useful for the spe
cific subject. Additionally, over time, the classifiers 166, 167
may be further adapted to the subject, based, for example, in
part on the result of previous analyses and may reselect
extracted characteristics that are used for the specific Subject.
0186 For the embodiment of FIG. 14, the pro-ictal clas
sifier 167 may classify the outputs from feature extractors
164a, 164b to detect characteristics that indicate that the

Subject is at an elevated Susceptibility for a neurological
event, while the contra-ictal classifier 166 may classify the
outputs from feature extractors 164a, 164b, 165 to detect
characteristics that occur when the Subject is unlikely to tran
sition into an ictal condition for a specified period of time. The
combined output of the classifiers 166, 167 may be used to
determine the output communication provided to the Subject.
In embodiments which comprise only the contra-ictal algo
rithm, the output from the contra-ictal classifier 166 alone
may be used to determine the output communication to the
subject. Further details of exemplary algorithms that may be
used to identify a subject's Susceptibility to having a seizure
may be found in U.S. Provisional Patent Application Ser. No.
60/897.549, filed Jan. 25, 2007, to Snyder et al., entitled
“Systems and Methods for Identifying a Contra-ictal Condi
tion in a Subject' and co-pending Application Ser. No.
12/020,450, filed on Jan. 25, 2008, titled “Systems and Meth
ods for Identifying a Contra-Ictal Condition in a Subject’
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(Applicants Docket No. 14.00US), the complete disclosures
of which are incorporated herein by reference.
0187 Depending on the specific feature extractors and
classifiers used, the computational demands of the analysis
provided by feature extractors 164a, 164b, 165 and classifi
cation provided by classifiers 166, 167 can be extensive. In
the case of ambulatory systems supplied by portable power
Sources, such as batteries, Supplying the power required to
meet the computational demands can severely limit power
source life. In preferred embodiments, both the seizure advi
sory algorithm are embodied in the external assembly 20.
Processing the EEG data with the algorithms in the external
assembly 20 provides a number of advantages over having the
algorithms in the implanted assembly. First, keeping the pro
cessing in the external assembly 20 will reduce the overall
power consumption in the implanted assembly 14 and will
prolong the battery life of the implanted assembly 14. Sec
ond, charging of battery or replacing the battery of the exter
nal assembly 20 is much easier to accomplish. The battery of
the external assembly may be charged by placing the external
assembly 20 in a recharging cradle (e.g., inductive recharg
ing) or simply by attaching the external assembly to an AC
power Source. Third, customizing, tuning and/or upgrading
the algorithms will be easier to achieve in the external assem
bly 20. Such changes may be carried out by simply connect
ing the external assembly to the physician's computer work
station 20 and downloading the changes. Alternatively,
upgrading may be performed automatically over a wireless
connection with the communication sub-assembly 64.
0188 While it is preferred to have the observer algorithms
160 in the external assembly 20, in alternate embodiments of
the present invention, the observer algorithms 160 may be
wholly embodied in the implanted assembly 14 or a portion of
one or more of the observer algorithms 160 may be embodied
in the implanted assembly 14 and another portion of the one
or more algorithms may be embodied in the external assem
bly 20. In such embodiments, the processing sub-assembly 44
(or equivalent component) of the implanted assembly 14 may
execute the analysis software, such as a seizure advisory
algorithm(s) or portions of Such algorithms. For example, in
Some configurations, one or more cores of the processing
Sub-assembly 44 may run one or more feature extractors that
extract features from the EEG signal that are indicative of the
subject's susceptibility to a seizure, while the classifier could
run on a separate core of the processing Sub-assembly 44.
Once the feature(s) are extracted, the extracted feature(s) may
be sent to the communication sub-assembly 46 for the wire
less transmission to the external assembly 20 and/or store the
extracted feature(s) in memory sub-system 52 of the
implanted assembly 14. Because the transmission of the
extracted features is likely to include less data than the EEG
signal itself. Such a configuration will likely reduce the band
width requirements for the wireless communication link 18
between the implantable assembly 14 and the external assem
bly 20.
0189 In other embodiments, the seizure advisory algo
rithms may be wholly embodied within the implanted assem
bly 14 and the data transmission to the external assembly 29
may include the data output from the classifier, a warning
signal, recommendation, or the like. A detailed discussion of
various embodiments of the internal/external placement of
Such algorithms are described in commonly owned U.S.
patent application Ser. No. 1 1/322,150, filed Dec. 28, 2005 to
Bland et al., and U.S. Provisional Patent Application Ser. No.
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60/805,710, filed Jun. 23, 2006, the complete disclosures of
which are incorporated herein by reference.
0.190 FIG. 15 illustrates a method of using the systems
described herein to collect data, tune the algorithms and use
the tuned algorithms to estimate the subject's susceptibility to
a seizure. At step 200, the subject is implanted with the system
10 in which the seizure advisory algorithms are disabled or
not yet present in the system. The user interface aspects that
are related to the seizure advising may also be disabled.
0191 At step 202, the system is used to collect EEG data
for a desired time period, as described in detail above. Gen
erally, the desired time period will be a specified time period
Such as at least one week, between one week and two weeks,
between two weeks and one month, between one month and
two months, or two months or more. But the desired time

period may simply be a minimum time period that provides a
desired number of seizure events. At step 204, the collected
EEG data may be periodically downloaded to the physician's
computer workstation or the entire EEG data may be brought
into the physician's office in a single visit.
0.192 At step 206, the physician may analyze the EEG
data using the computer workstation that is running EEG
analysis software, the EEG data may be transferred to a
remote analyzing facility that comprises a multiplicity of
computing nodes where the EEG data may be analyzed on an
expedited basis, or it may even be possible to analyze the EEG
analysis software in the external assembly 20. Analysis of the
EEG data may be performed in a piecewise fashion after the
shorter epochs of EEG data is uploaded to the database, or the
analysis of the EEG data may be started after the EEG data for
the entire desired time period has been collected. Typically,
“analysis of the EEG data' will include identifying and anno
tating at least Some of spike bursts, the earliest electrographic
change (EEC), unequivocal electrical onset (UEO),
unequivocal clinical onset (UCO), electrographic end of sei
Zure (EES). Identification of such events may be performed
automatically with a seizure detection algorithm, manually
by board certified epileptologists, or a combination thereof.
After the EEG data is annotated, the seizure advisory algo
rithm(s) may be trained on the annotated EEG data in order to
tune the parameters of the algorithm(s) to the Subject specific
EEG data.

0.193) Once the algorithm(s) are tuned to meet minimum
performance criteria, at step 208 the tunedalgorithm(s) or the
parameter changes to the base algorithm may be uploaded to
the external assembly 20. At step 210, the tuned algorithm and
the other user interface aspects of the present invention may
be activated, and the observer algorithm may be used by the
subject to monitor the subject's susceptibility to a seizure
and/or detect seizures.

0194 When the seizure advisory system 10 determines
that the Subject is at an increased Susceptibility to a seizure (or
otherwise detects a seizure), the external assembly may be
configured to generate a seizure warning to the Subject, as
described above. For example, the external assembly may
activate a red or yellow LED light, generate a visual warning
on the LCD, provide an audio warning, deliver a tactile warn
ing, or any combination thereof. If desired, the warning may
be “graded so as to indicate the confidence level of the
seizure advisory, indicate the estimated time horizon until the
seizure, or the like. “Grading of the warning may be through
generation of different lights, audio, or tactile warning or a
different pattern of lights, audio or tactile warnings.
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0.195 Additionally or alternatively, the external assembly
may include an instruction to the Subject regarding an appro
priate therapy for preventing or reducing the Susceptibility for
the seizure. The instruction may instruct the Subject to take a
dosage of their prescribed AED, perform biofeedback to pre
Vent/abort the seizure, manually activate an electrical stimu
lator (e.g., use awand to activate an implanted VNS device) or
merely to instruct the subject to make themselves safe. A
more complete description of various instructions that may be
output to the Subject are described in commonly owned,
copending U.S. patent application Ser. Nos. 1 1/321,897 and
1 1/321,898, both of which are incorporated by reference
herein.

0196. The outputs provided to the subject via the external
assembly may be a standardized warning or instruction, or it
may be programmed by the physician to be customized spe
cifically to the subject and their condition. For example, dif
ferent subjects will be taking different AEDs, different dos
ages of the AEDs, and some may be implanted with manually
actuatable stimulators (e.g., NeuroPace RNS, Cyberonics
VNS, etc.), and the physician will likely be desirous to cus
tomize the therapy to the subject. Thus, the physician will be
able to program the warning and/or instruction to correspond
to the level of susceptibility, estimated time horizon to sei
Zure, or the like.

0197) The systems 10 of the present invention may also be
adapted to provide closed-loop therapy to the subject. FIG.16
illustrates one embodiment of the system 10 that includes
therapy delivery assembly in the implanted assembly 14. The
system 10 illustrated in FIG. 16 will generally have the same
components as shown in FIGS. 1 and 13, but will also include
an implanted pulse generator (not shown) that is in commu
nication with a vagus nerve cuff electrode 220 via a lead 222.
When the seizure advisory system determines that the subject
is at an elevated Susceptibility to a seizure, the system may
automatically initiate delivery of electrical stimulation to the
vagus nerve cuff electrode. The parameters (e.g., burst/no
burst mode, amplitude, pulse width, pulse frequency, etc.) of
the electrical stimulation may be varied based on the subject's
Susceptibility, or the parameter may be constant.
(0198 While not shown in FIG. 16, the present invention
further embodies other therapy outputs—such as electrical
stimulation of the brain tissue (e.g., deep brain structures,
cortical stimulation) using electrode array 12 or other elec
trode arrays (not shown), stimulation of cranial nerves (e.g.,
trigeminal stimulation), delivery of one or more drugs via
implanted drug dispensers, cryogenic therapy to the brain
tissue, cranial nerves, and/or peripheral nerves), or the like.
Similar to vagus nervestimulation, parameters of the therapy
may be constant or the parameters of the therapy may be
modified based on the subject's estimated susceptibility.
0199 Such therapies may be used in addition to the vagus
nerve stimulation or as an alternative to Such therapy. If
desired, the type of therapy delivered to the subject may be
modified based on the subject's susceptibility. For example, if
the elevated Susceptibility estimates a long time horizon until
seizure and/or a lower confidence level, a more benign type of
therapy (e.g., electrical stimulation) may be employed. But if
the elevated susceptibility estimates a shorter time horizon
until seizure and/or has a higher confidence level, a different
type of therapy (e.g., pharmacotherapy) may be employed.
(0200 FIG. 17 illustrates an embodiment of the present
invention that is used with an existing open loop Cyberonics
vagus nerve stimulator 300. When the system 10 of the

present invention determines that the Subject is at an elevated
risk for a seizure, the system 10 may generate a communica
tion to the subject via the external assembly 20, and the
Subject may use a wand associated with the vagus nerve
stimulator 300 to manually active stimulation of the vagus
W.

0201 Some embodiments of the monitoring system may
include an integral Subject diary functionality. The Subject
diary may be a module in the external assembly and inputs by
the Subject may be used to provide secondary inputs to pro
vide background information for the sampled EEG signals.
For example, if a seizure is recorded, the seizure diary may
provide insight regarding a trigger to the seizure, or the like.
The diary may automatically record the time and date of the
entry by the subject. Entries by the subject may be a voice
recording, or through activation of user inputs on the external
assembly. The diary may be used to indicate the occurrence of
an aura, occurrence of a seizure, the consumption of a meal,
missed meal, delayed meal, activities being performed, con
Sumption of alcohol, the Subject's sleep state (drowsy, going
to sleep, waking up, etc.), mental state (e.g., depressed,
excited, stressed), intake of their AEDs, medication changes,
missed dosage of medication, menstrual cycle, illness, or the
like. Thereafter, the subject inputs recorded in the diary may
also be used by the physician in assessing the Subject's epi
lepsy state and/or determine the efficacy of the current treat
ment. Furthermore, the physician may be able to compare the
number of seizures logged by the subject to the number of
seizures detected by the seizure detection algorithm.
0202 While preferred embodiments of the present inven
tion have been shown and described herein, it will be obvious

to those skilled in the art that such embodiments are provided
by way of example only. Numerous variations, changes, and
substitutions will now occur to those skilled in the art without

departing from the invention. It should be understood that
various alternatives to the embodiments of the invention

described herein may be employed in practicing the inven
tion. For example, the present invention also encompasses
other more invasive embodiments which may be used to
monitor the Subject's neurological system.
0203. It is intended that the following claims define the
Scope of the invention and that methods and structures within
the scope of these claims and their equivalents be covered
thereby.
What is claimed is:

1. A system for monitoring a subject's Susceptibility for
having a seizure:
a sensor adapted to detect a brain activity signal;
an implanted communication assembly in communication
with the sensor, the implanted communication assembly
configured to sample the brain activity signal with the
Sensor,

an external assembly that is positioned outside the Sub
ject's body that is configured to receive a data signal
from the implanted communication assembly and indi
cate a subject's Susceptibility to a seizure; and
an alert that is configured to indicate that there is a com
munication error between the implanted assembly and
the external assembly.
2. The system of claim 1 wherein the alert is disposed in the
external assembly.
3. The system of claim 1 wherein the alert is a vibratory
alert.
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4. The system of claim 1 wherein the alert is an audible
alert.

5. The system of claim 1 wherein the alert is a visible alert.
6. The system of claim 1 wherein the alert is disposed in the
implanted communication assembly.
7. The system of claim 6 wherein the alert is a vibratory
alert.

8. The system of claim 1 wherein the communication error
comprises the external assembly is out of communication
range with the implanted assembly.
9. The system of claim 1 wherein the communication error
comprises the external assembly is out of communication
range with the implanted assembly for a predetermined
amount of time.

10. The system of claim 1 wherein the communication
error comprises the external assembly not receiving the data
signal at an expected time or within an expected period of
time.

11. The system of claim 10 wherein the external assembly
is adapted to expect the data signal on a Substantially continu
ous basis.

12. The system of claim 10 wherein the external assembly
is adapted to expect the data signal periodically.
13. The system of claim 1 further comprising a memory
device disposed in the implanted assembly configured to
buffer the data signal when there is a communication error
between the implanted assembly and the external assembly.
14. The system of claim 1 wherein the communication
error comprises an unexpected gap in the data signal commu
nication stream.

15. The system of claim 14 wherein the gap comprises
missing packets of data in a numbered sequence of packets.
16. The system of claim 1 wherein the communication
error comprises a data formatting error.
17. The system of claim 16 wherein the data formatting
error comprises an invalid cyclic redundancy check.
18. The system of claim 1 further comprising a processing
assembly comprising at least one algorithm that estimates the
subject's susceptibility for having a seizure based on the
sampled brain activity signal.
19. A method of activating an alert when there is a com
munication error between an implantable device and a device
external to a Subject, the method comprising:
sampling a brain activity signal from the Subject;
transmitting a data signal indicative of the sampled brain
activity signal from an implanted assembly to an exter
nal assembly outside of the ; and
activating an alert when there is a communication error
between the implanted assembly and the external assem
bly.
20. The method of claim 19 wherein the communication

error comprises the external assembly not receiving the data
signal from the implanted assembly.
21. The method of claim 19 wherein the communication

error comprises the external assembly not receiving the data
signal from the implanted assembly for a predetermined time
period.
22. The method of claim 19 wherein the communication

error comprises the external assembly being out of commu
nication range with the implanted assembly.
23. The method of claim 19 wherein the communication

error comprises the external assembly not receiving the trans
mitted data signal at an expected time or within an expected
period of time.
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24. The method of claim 23 wherein the communication

error comprises the external assembly not receiving the trans
mitted data signal Substantially continuously.
25. The method of claim 23 wherein the communication

error comprises the external assembly not receiving the trans
mitted data signal periodically.
26. The method of claim 19 wherein the communication

error comprises an unexpected gap in the data signal.
27. The method of claim 19 wherein the communication

error comprises a data formatting error.
28. The method of claim 19 further comprising storing the
data signal in the implanted assembly when there is a com
munication error between the implanted assembly and the
external assembly.
29. The method of claim 19 further comprising processing
the data signal to determine the subject's susceptibility for
having a seizure.
30. The method of claim 19 wherein activating an alert
comprises activating a vibratory alert.
31. The method of claim 19 wherein activating an alert
comprises activating an audible alert.
32. The method of claim 19 wherein activating an alert
comprises activating an audible alert.
33. The method of claim 19 wherein activating an alert
comprises activating an alert in the external assembly.
34. The method of claim 19 wherein activating an alert
comprises activating an alert in the internal assembly.
35. The method of claim 19 further comprising retransmit
ting the data signal after there is an communication error in
transmitting the data.
36. A seizure advisory device, comprising:
a user interface that comprises an indicator that indicates if
the Subject is at a low Susceptibility to a seizure or a high
Susceptibility to a seizure; and
an alert that is configured to provide an indication to the
subject if the seizure advisory device is out of commu
nication range with an implantable telemetry unit and is
unable to accurately communicate the Subject's Suscep
tibility to the seizure.
37. The seizure advisory device of claim 36 wherein the
indication is an audible output.
38. A method of informing a subject when a seizure advi
sory device is out of communication range with an implant
able device, the method comprising:
receiving a transcutaneously transmitted data signal
indicative of the sampled brain activity signal from an
implanted device; and
activating an alert when an expected data signal transmit
ted from the implanted device is not received by the
seizure advisory device.
39. The method of claim 38 wherein the seizure advisory
device is configured to analyze the data signal to estimate the
Subject's Susceptibility to a seizure.
40. The method of claim 38 wherein the implanted device
is configured to analyze the data signal to estimate the Sub
ject's Susceptibility to a seizure and the seizure advisory
device is configured to communicate the estimated Suscepti
bility to the subject.
41. The method of claim 38 wherein the data signal is
transmitted Substantially continuously and comprises Sub
stantially real-time sampled brain activity signals.
42. A system for monitoring a Subject's Susceptibility for
having a seizure:
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a sensor adapted to detect a brain activity signal;
an implanted communication assembly in communication
with the sensor, the implanted communication assembly
configured to sample the brain activity signal with the
Sensor,

an external assembly that is positioned outside the Sub
ject's body that is configured to receive a data signal
from the implanted communication assembly and indi
cate a Subject's likelihood of transitioning into a seizure
condition;

wherein the external assembly is further configured to alert
the Subject when there is a communication error
between the implanted assembly and the external assem
bly; and
an input on the external assembly that allows the Subject to
deactivate an alert function when the subject has a low
likelihood of transitioning into the seizure condition.

43. The system of claim 42 wherein an alarm deactivation
period is less than a time period in which the subject is
unlikely to transition into the seizure condition.
44. The system of claim 43 wherein the low likelihood of
transitioning into the seizure condition comprises a contra
ictal condition.

45. The system of claim 44 wherein the deactivation period
is 45 minutes and the time period in which the subject is
unlikely to transition into the seizure condition is 60 minutes.
46. The system of claim 44 wherein the deactivation period
is adjustable by the Subject up to a maximum time period that
does not exceed the time period in which the subject is
unlikely to transition into the seizure condition.
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